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The Reflection of Fairfield

In Search Of
Jeanne Clery
BY CHELSEA WHITTEMORE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The officers patrolling around
campus every day are doing their
best to keep campus safe, but it
takes the entire Fairfield community to avoid crime.
According to Associate Director of Public Safety Frank Ficko,
students can take basic steps to
stay safe on campus. Students
should know their surroundings,
report any suspicious activity and
lock their doors.
Fairly low numbers appear
across the board on the Jeanne
Cleary Disclosure Policy for 20102011 report, except in the area of
drugs and liquor.
When taking a look at alcohol
and drug related data across the
report, the areas most college
students are familiar with, there
were 1,291 disciplinary write-ups
for liquor law violations. Only
one of these referrals turned into
maacsports.com/Contributed Photo

The new MAAC Champions, Fairfield University Men's soccer team for the 2011 fall season, pose with Mickey Mouse in Florida after their win against the Jaspers.

Disney Magic: Men's Soccer MAAC Champs!
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A couple months ago, the
mood on the Fairfield University

an arrest. According to Ficko,
Public Safety keeps the majority of
alcohol violations in house unless
there is larger reason.
In comparison, nearby Sacred
Heart University featured only 672
liquor law violations in 2010.

graduate student who collected

cially, and when it comes together

I'm just really pleased for the guys

a hat trick in the championship

and if I can have a part in shaping

Just from 2009, disciplinary
write-ups for alcohol-have risen by

to be able to experience something

game went on to say, "They're a

that, it's very gratifying,"said Rees.

200. When questioned why, Ficko

like this,"said Rees.

great bunch of lads from starters to
the lads who come off the bench....

"It's a very gratifying feeling.

And it was the collective

Even though the team has
proven, to be unbeatable as a

men's soccer bus was as somber

group of these lads that allowed

Everyone who came on did a job

as the September air. The team

Rees'vision to come true. All

even the freshmen and that just

group, there has been the occasional varied role of hero. Jack
Burridge was the one who stepped

stuttered, questioned the stat, and
then said, "Hmm."
Are kids drinking more or is
Public Safety writing more kids up?
According to Ficko, the referrals

had just lost to Stony Brook 4-1,

season long, he has stressed the

shows how driven and how much

which kept their winless streak

intangibles and character of the

of a squad we have."

up to this position, scoring all of

unfortunately intact. Head Coach
Carl Rees stood up, looked at the

team and how it was his focus

the team's goals in the finals (just

can be attributed to a vigilant RA
staff and an excellent AC staff who

when building what would turn

And that is what has really
defined this rare collection of players

as he did in their last champion-

both serve as extra eyes and ears.

dejected bunch and said, "We have

into a championship squad.

ranging from a few miles down the

ship in 2008).
"It must be something in the

'The University's position :
has always been to-be proactive

across the world to New Zealand.
All the unique personalities of the

water," he joked. "It's things you
dream about. If someone had told

in curtailing under age drinking,"
Ficko said. "Whatever we can do

22 players have meshed and have
formed an unbreakable bond.

me before the game that would

to avoid sending someone to the

the potential to go 13-0." At that

"Integrity, self-knowledge,

time, they were 0-4. Now they're

courage, ambitious those are the

MAAC Champions.
"Ishould'vesaid18-0,"the

words that come to my mind," said

fortuneteller Rees said. The Stags

character of the team.

won their fourth championship

Rees when trying to define the
For others, they aren't able to

and the first one since 2008 as they
defeated the Manhattan Jaspers

pinpoint the exact terms.

3-1 on Monday.

words," said Jack Burridge.The

"It's hard to even put it into

road, to overseas in England, and

"At the start of every season

JEANNE CLEARY | PAGE

the field, in the classroom out so-

SOCCER WIN

-Taj Cafe
- Music &
DVD section
- Small cafe with
limited space

Fairfield U. Opens Off-Campus Bookstore
BYGABRIELLATUTINO

store opening was well received.

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

The bookstore is a welcoming sight after the closing of both

Fairfield University's off-

Borders and Book Warehouse in

campus bookstore held its grand

the same space.The ground level

opening this past weekend. The rib-

is more spacious with wide aisles

bon was cut the morning of Friday,

and narrow bookshelves, and is

November 4th by the Stag mascot

easy to navigate thanks to all the

a few minutes before 11 a.m., and

sections being labeled. Similar to

with that the town of Fairfield and

the prior bookstores, the cafe is still

the University were integrated.

in place, but will become Starbucks
at the beginning of 2012. The new

Over the course of the weekend special events—such as book

editions are the technology center

signings, readings and crafts for

and the numerous Fairfield cloth-

kids—were held to attract students
and town residents into the new

ing and paraphernalia in the back

5

I PAGE 3

of the store.
Tom McKiver/The Mirror

bookstore. Coupons for 20% off
were given, out. Overall, trfebbokV

on a stretcher, we're going to do,

organism that is good. On and off

"The Books are Back in Town"

- Sodexho/Starbucks
- No Music &
DVD section
- Large open space for
student and faculty
events

hospital on an alcohol overdose

of the game I probably would have

laughed."

we try and create and develop an

Borders Offered:

Fairfield U Now Offers:

have been the scenario at the end

. - --.XJRANO OPENING I P*GE 3

■-

Official ribbon cutting of the Fairfield University bookstore by the Stag mascot.
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Club Spotlight:
On Wednesday, Nov 2, Leaders fa Environmental Action, at Fairfield (LEAF), with help from the
University's Department of Facilities Management and Winters Bros., the University's hauling company,
organized the 4th Annual Trash Audit outside of the BCC to investigate how much of students'ttash could really
be recycled. IEAF Director of Recycling Zach Gross '12 said,' Wealso wanted to rnake people think about the
consequences of trdr consumption habits; once sometrrirg is put into die trash, it obesn'tjust <iisappear.''
Students sorted through a very full dumpster with trash from Gonzaga Hall, determining that an estimated 50% of the trash was actually recyclable. Gross explained, "We reclaimed these items and transferred them
to a recycling dumpster, which we filled about halfway. We also found many items that could have been repurposed or
donated, including Halloween decorations, mugs, and even a pair of fur boots with the tags still on."
Clockwise from top left corner:
i: Some of the "trash" found during the Audit that was actually recyclable.
2:Partof the Audit team (L to R): Aisha Faulkner.' 15, Sarah Tamashiro '15, and Alex Fylypovych '14.
3:The dumpster that LEAF audited - eight cubic yards of 'trash.'
4:Random trash found during the audit, including a string of lights, a pumpkin decoration, and a coffee mug
5:Alex Fylypovych ' 14 holding a pair of boots taken from the dumpster - with the new pricetags still attached.
6: The audit team sorts through the "trash" from Gonzaga, recycling almost 50% of the "trash" they found.

How Do You Know Where You Will Be in 5 Years?
the office to work. Rather, they help

gaining opportunities, rather than

candidates for a firm such as Ernst

"Big Four" professional service

at a soup kitchen, pick up trash in a

& Young, according to'Glinka.

firms in the world, along with

park, or teach a high school class.

having a plan for the rest of his life.
Glinka also does recruiting for

David Glinka graduated

Fairfield for Ernst & Young. He told

Paige Canavan '14, a student
in the Dolan Business School, said

Ernst & Young is one of the

BY MEGAN FORBES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"At the end of the day, all that

PricewaterhouseCoopers, KPMG,

we have is our people...we have

and Deloitte. Ernst & Young does

from Lehigh University. He then

students that there is not a perfect

that Glinka "communicated in a

people, and we have a reputation."

assurance, taxes, transactions,
and advisory services. They have

worked for Arthur Anderson. After
the closing of Arthur Anderson in

blueprint of a person that the firm

way that students of all levels could

is looking for. An interviewer is

These are the words that David
Glinka, Partner of Assurance Services at Ernst & Young used to describe

152,000 people working for the

2002, he started his job at Ernst &

looking to have a deep conversa-

understand."
Glinka gave advice to students

company, and more than 695 of-

Young. He has also been teaching

tion with a candidate, not just to

to "bring passion to the work force".

his firm at the Fairfield Accounting

fices in 140 countries.

auditing at Fairfield for about five

ask them why they want to be at
this specific firm.

He said there is nothing worse
than seeing an employee lose the

Club meeting.

Glinka explained that although

Glinka visited Fairfield to speak

Ernst & Young has an estimated

to students about what they need to

years.
He said that never knew how

People with integrity, who

excitement of their job. Glinka also
made sure to say that this quality is

revenue of $22.9 billion at the end

to answer the typical "where do you

excel, who work well in teams, who

know about going into the business

of 2011, the firm is also an advocate

not just for the business world. All

to giving back to the communities.
The employees have certain

see yourself in 10 years" question.
Glinka told the students that ini-

are filled with enthusiasm, who

world, and what they should have

students should be prepared to be

tially have long-term goals. He feels

have the courage to lead, thrive
on a challenge, and meet techni-

days where they don't come into

that life is mgre about learninchancj

cal j^uire^otsare^uajifedv,,1

accumulated in college in their"tool
chestofabilities£ashe1pu,ts>,it.

cj

i

passionate in whatever field they
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To Go Into the Forbidden Townhouse Basement
BY SALVATORE TRIFILIO

outside of the townhouse unit,"
said Jordan Freeman, '13.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

decided to actually follow through.
"Basement parties are insane,"

Conversely, University of-

said a sophomore village resident

Townhouse 74.

ficials believe that they have taken

who wished to remain unnamed.

Bean bag chair.

proper measures to keep students

"There was one [on Friday] at a

Cigarette.

out of the basements, stating it

house on the 14 block. First thing

Five years ago these three

would take a "malicious" act to

I'm doing when I get my town-

ingredients caused the fire that
would lead to the locking of all
townhouse basement doors.
When the smoldering
cigarette ignited with the beanbag

open the door.
As the basements currently
stand, they are only meant for
maintenance access.
Occupancy aside, the base-

house is opening up that basement!"
The student did not wish
to comment any further on the
subject but did mention that the

chair, awakening its occupants

ments are not well suited for

in the early morning hours back

storage either. University officials

partment of Public Safety or RAs,

in 2007, the fire alarm not only

say that the basements are not

and that the owners themselves

alerted authorities of the trouble

watertight and often get wet.

unlocked the door.

but the University as well.

Then Area Coordinator for the

"Because of that fire we were

party was not broken up by the De-

Freeman believes the risk

townhouses in'06-'07 and current

of getting caught with an open
basement definitely outweighs its

realizing that we were putting our

Associate Director of Residence

students in unsafe conditions,"

Life, Charlie Sousa, said he could

reward. Nonetheless he stated,"I

said Dean of Students Karen

do not think it is fair, and I think

Donoghue. "If there was ever an

see the lure of the basements.
"I know people play [beer

emergency, students would be

pong]," Sousa said,"... but the

available."

trapped in that basement."

basements are dirty. It would be

The University's fire code

[the basements] should be made
Townhouse residents live in

like rubbing a ping pong ball in

the most spacious living spaces on

requires that there be two ways

the dirt outside and then playing

campus, but are also left with the

out of the basement. Currently the
only way out is the way in, a rickety

with it, that is what the floors of the

burden of a dark, dirty and danger-

basements are like."

ous basement.

old staircase that you probably
wouldn't let your own grandmother walk down.
"I believe thatif the University
was concerned With safety, they

However, even with all the deterring from the University, students

Stephanie Papillo, '13 said,
"The townhouse residents know

are still popping open locks for what

the dangers and consequences

they see as the perfect party spot.
Many juniors living at the

of the basements, but until the university makes them safe to occupy,

would have completely cordoned

townhouses have considered

students are going to continue to

[the basements] off, or had some,

opening up their basements and

break in and party."

foresight to put exit doors to the

every once in a while some have

Mirror File Photo

Stairs leading to a Townhouse basement which students are no permitted to go.

Grand Opening of the Post Rd Fairfield University Bookstore
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

The ground floor also features

new bookstore's impact on the preexisting budget gap and the future
on the on-campus bookstore space.

blematic items, but it will really be
a place where you need toothpaste
or some soap or laundry detergent,"

there is a larger variety of books,
items and gifts to purchase. On the
second floor, there is an open space

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

MAACWin
For the first time since 2008,
the Stags had the benefit of Bur-

said Fitzpatrick."We're working

that can be utilized for student

fairs Thomas Pellegrino explained

with student Senate to come up

programs and town events in the

ridge in the lineup when it came

was [because] we were looking for

that the off-campus bookstore

with items that they really think will

a way to bring Fairfield University

is "budget neutral," meaning it

make sense."

into the center of town," said As-

doesn't affect the operating budget.

On the whole, students seemed to

bookstore.
"Frankly, I think it's good for
the health of the institution that

to tournament time. The forward
was forced to sit out the last two
years due to multiple injuries.

sistant Vice President for Admin-

Pellegrino also said that he believes

be very receptive to the new bookstore.

we're expanding this way and get-

istration and Student Affairs Jim

the bookstore will be a good invest-

"One word. Mind-blowing,"

ting a presence in the community

Coach Rees knows how important
the play and leadership of Bur-

banners of Fairfield students.
"One of the reasons we did it

Vice President for Student Af-

Fitzpatrick."When they put up the

ment and that it has a lot to offer

said sophomore Max McVay.'Tm

outside of our own community,"

ridge have been all season long.

banners and took the pictures of

students.

not kidding. It's really cool."

the students, it really had that sense

"He is crucial," Rees said.
"He's vital to the team's success

that this is now our bookstore,"

Final plans have not been
made for the on-campus bookstore,

said Pellegrino. "It's a model that
other schools have followed with

think it's nice to have something off

some success so we want to take

Fitzpatrick said. Fitzpatrick is one

but Fitzpatrick has hinted that the

campus where all the students and

advantage of this."

not only in his goal but his character, his leadership...He has this

of the administrators involved in

space will be converted into a type

parents can go, see everything just

overseeing the creation of the off-

of convenience store. The Stag
Spirit shop, as it will now be called,

to hang out."
Benefits of the bookstore

"...will still have clothing and em-

are that prices are standard, and

Check out the Opinion
piece about the bookstore
on page 7

campus bookstore.
The opening of the bookstore

BeccaTrott '14 agreed:"l

has already acted as a catalyst to

inherent love of the game and it
comes out in his communication."
After that 0-4 start, the Stags
are now ranked 29th in the country
and are awaiting their opponent in

textbooks will now be located at the

the first round of the NCAA tournament. Rees says that the team

off-campis bookstore on the second

is looking to take it one step at a

floor. Awarding to Heidi Schoenfeldt,

time as they have done all season

some changes. For one, all the

the course materials manager at the

long. But he was quick to say that

bookstore, students will still have the

the squad has learned valuable

opportunity to get books on campus.

lessons from the early days of
the season, lessons they will not

"[When] you do the online

forget.
And maybe that isn't the only

ordering, the box that you order will
be on campus for you to pick up,"
Schoenfeldt said. "There will be a
cutoff date where we'll no longer

thing that is unforgettable about

be sending books on campus for

is currently in his last season at

pickup, so you will have to come

Fairfield, recognizes how im-

downtown to get them."
Fitzpatrick echoed Schoenfeldt's

portant the personalities of the

the 2011 Stags. Jack Burridge, who

players are.
"Even people who have no

statement, saying that they don't want
to inconvenience the students. It's also

idea who we are or where we come

one of the reasons the shuttle route

from - everyone is always like

and time has changed as well. In a

'you're a credit to the University,
congratulations"' he said.

recent e-mail sent out to the University,

Carl Rees, who has seen

the StagBus will now be starting its
runs at 11:15 a.m. Instead of stopping

player after player graduate and

at the library, the shuttle will head

leave Fairfield in his 16 seasons
as the head coach of the Stags,

straight down Post Road, turn onto Old
Post Road, and then loop behind the

seems to be personally affected by

bookstore before stopping in front of it

this particular group of lads "on a
personal level. It's a true reflection

according to Fitzpatrick.
Two of the main concerns
involving the new bookstoreare1 the

Tom McKiver/The Mirror

Bookshelves inside the n^w'Fairfield University bookstdre on Post Road in town.

of what I would want my team to
be....Myslalf'tcfbe.,» ': * ■ ■■'-'■
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Campus Crime Beat

Mirror Picks of
the Week!
Wednesday November 9 Mirror meeting 7 p.m. in
the office in the LLBCC!

Tuesday, 11/1
Friday, 11/4
1:59 a.m.A quad resident was arrested after DPS discovered narcotics and drug paraphernalia in their room.
11:32a.mA vehicle was egged outside Townhouse 12. No suspects have yet been
reported.

1:00 p.m.Two University banners were stolen near 47 Mahan
Road. The students responsible admitted to the theft
and were referred to the Dean of Students.

Thursday November 10
WVOF will be DJing for
the first time at the Levee
Levee from 10:00 p.m. to
1:00 a.m.

10:51 p.m.All mirrors in a Jogues 3rd floor bathroom were smashed. The carpentry
department was notified.

Wednesday, 11/2
1:48 a.m.Non-students said to be, "surprise
visiting"a female student were asked
to leave campus. DPS soon discovered the unwanted guests to be in an
argument with a student outside the
Barlow Road gate. FPD was called.

Friday November 11 Come to the Quick
Center for the Arts on
8 p.m. to re-capture the
period of Miles Davis.

Sunday, 11/6
4:40 p.m.- A grease fire in the townhouses led a student to sustain a minor
injury while attempting to douse the
flame. Damage to the house was minimal.

Thursday, 11/3
11:57 a.m.A graduate student's parking permit was stolen from
their vehicle parked outside Canisius Hall.

*DPS would like students to know that
the Chronic Traffic Offender list for this year has
been released. All on the list who are ticketed from
now on will also be towed.

The Department of Public Safety has begun planning for the Spring Jail
'N Bail event. Any students interested in joining the Advising Committee
should contact Sergeant Robert Didato at rdidato@mail.fairfield.edu.
Planning will begin mid-November.

V

Saturday November 12 The National Acrobats of
The People's Republic of
China performs at 3 p.m.
or 7 p.m. in the Quick
Center for the Arts.
Sunday November 13Rep Your Jersey Party at
the Levee 8:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m.

Mirror Meeting- 7:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Every Wednesday

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED?

Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

CORRECTIONS BOX

EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAIRFIELDMIRROR.
COM

WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. Email
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

Fully Renovated Beach House
Fairfield Beach Rd
*SHOWING NOW FOR FALL 2012*

No corrections from the past issue.

AVAILABILITY FOR SPRING 2012
CALL MARC AT 347-413-2227
See an error? email info@fairfieldmirror.com
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Making Sense of the Jeanne Cleary Report
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

continued to steadily increase over

Day but that's very rare. Most of

the past four years, from one in

the thefts here are crimes of op-

2007 to five in 2010.

portunity."

that."Or if we can help prevent
someone from getting behind two

an anonymous tip line for our

tons of steel and driving while

website, and hopefully students

but they do. "We do it in the spirit

impaired, we're going to do that

feel comfortable enough to bring

of the Cleary," Ficko said. "It was

too," he said.

something like that up to health

designed to provide prospective

services or to an RA and report it,"

students an idea of what campus

on Campus website, the Jeanne

Ficko said, in an effort to reach ac-

is like."

Cleary Act was originally enacted

curate statistics.

in 1990 by Howard and Connie Cleary after their daughter

Public Safety, said they have

Jeanne was murdered at Lehigh

encouraged students to attend

halls on campus, I felt safe,"Costas

University in 1986. It is a federal

such events such as "Breaking the

Costanta '12 said.

law that requires colleges and

Stigma and Silence: A Conversa-

universities to disclose certain

tion About Sexual Assault."

According to the Security

"A few years ago we started

Todd Pelazza, Director of

Fairfield University isn't re-

Crime

2009

2010

Homicide

0

Sexual Offenses: Forcible 3

5

Sexual Non Forcible

0

0

Robbery

0

0

Aggravated Assault

4

3

Burglary

13

13

Larceny-Theft

80

62

0

quired to publish larceny incidents

Overall, students agree that
campus is a safe place to reside.
"When I lived in residence

Senior Alex Cody said, "I feel
like they do make this a safe place,

1

0

not a specific place on campus

but they are usually intimidating
to approach if there were an issue I

Motor Vehcile Theft

about campus crime and security
policies.
It is required to be pub-

that has more crime than others.

needed to address."

Arson

0

0

lished every October for the

dressed," he said.

timely and annual information

previous school year, and must

According to Ficko, there is

"If there was, that would be adThe 20 BlueLights scattered

Chris Love'12 said, "I never
encountered a single problem

Racial hate Crime

0

1

while on campus. I actually miss

include at least three years

around campus are very infrequently

having that security now that I live

Gender hate crime

0

0

worth of statistics. The 2010

seen blinking. Most of the time they

statistics are from the 2010-2011

are used for things like an athletic
related injury or when someone

off campus."
"I felt safe living on campus.

Religion hate Crime

0

0

Sexual Orentation Crime 1

0

school year.
Drug abuse violations, another large problem at Fairfield,

observed a motor vehicle accident
Are students scared to use

Public safety was always roaming
around," said Dan Dunn'12.
Every October 19 the report has

them? Ficko replied, "I'm hoping
there hasn't been true emergen-

to be made available to the public and
Public Safety puts out a University-

Ethnicity

0

0

reports, almost doubling the number from 2009.

cies out there."

wide announcement on September

Liquor Law Arrests

0

1

Drug Abuse Arrests

28

45

Weapons Possesson Arrest

0

0

Liquor Law Write-Ups

1074

1291

Drug Abuse Write-Ups

54

92

Weapons Possesion Write-Ups

0

1

reached its peak in 2010 with 92

The explanation for this seems

i "When you look at our Cleary

to be the newly enforced rule,

reports the higher numbers are in

which requires that Fairfield police

theft," Ficko said.

be notified for all narcotic violations on campus.
Besides alcohol and drugs,
sexual offenses are another impor-

According to the Jeanne

28th informing students of its availability both online and in print.
"There's no magic bubble that
hovers over Fairfield," Ficko said.

Cleary Disclosure, Fairfield re-

"Every year has its own unique

ported 62 thefts in 2010.

characteristics and numbers are

"The theft that we have on

tant topic listed on the report. It's a

campus is very rare when we have

fair bet that not all sexual offenses
get reported but numbers have

a forced entry," Ficko said."We had
one recently around Columbus

hard to explain."

To see the report yourself,
check out http://www.fairfield.
edu/.student/ps crimereport.htm
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Fairfield Train Station
Northbound Side
FREE DELIVERY

fhe tfauti Dofvhin
offers everything you
coufdfwant in a pizza
vface and more, ^fhey
have the cCosest thing
to tfew York Tizza in

Tairfk(d"
-THE MIRROR, BEST OF FAIRFIELD.
BEST PIZZA. DECEMBER 2000.
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Fall Concert Announcement. And last week, FUSA
Senate joined in with the
Financial Aid office to put
on an information session for students regarding
the financial aid process.
It was a very successful
turnout, and students who
were unable to attend can
find the Powerpoint from
the presentation linked to
FUSA's website.

Big Brothers and Sisters Come to Fairfield
ing to Tori Rovegno '12.

BY JAY POLANSKY

Rovegno, who helped form

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Rob Vogel '13 never had a big
brother. But he wished he did.
"I didn't have that big brother
to show me the ropes in certain
things/'Vogel said, who is the old-

for a week and be gone," he said.
So far Vogel and Rovegno have

the club with Vogel and three of his

seen a lot of interest in the group.

house-mates, did one-on-one tu-

Approximately 40 students showed

toring with students in Bridgeport.

up to their first informational meet-

She said that she didn't just help

ing even though the group didn't

students with homework.

have much time to advertise.

"I got to make a difference just

est brother in his family."I feel like

by being a friend, [giving them]

that's [maybe] a sentiment a lot of

someone to talk to," Rovegno said.

"It was a huge turnout, for all
things considered," Rovegno said.
Vogel said that students

people have who don't have big

interested in the program should

brothers: it's like certain things

attend a BIGS meeting. Big Broth-

could have been much easier to

ers Big Sisters of Southwestern

learn if I had a big brother teach-

Connecticut will then interview

ing me."

them to match them up with a

Now Vogel, the FUSA vice

BY

FUSA

COLUMNIST

Dear Fellow Students,

student to mentor.

president, has started a new pro-

If the experience of mentoring

gram that will give others the big

a student seems daunting, Rovegno

brother he always wanted.

said that even simple friendship

Fairfield BIGS, a new club

can mean a lot to the kids.

at Fairfield University, is looking

"I've worked with kids in

for students to become mentors

Bridgeport. Before you go into it,

to local underprivileged students
whose parents might not be able

it's a little overwhelming like...
'what am I going to do that has

to spend a lot of time with them.

such a profound impact on this

The program, which is run

kid's life,' but through the process

in collaboration with Big Broth-

Vogel said that student mentors

ers, Big Sisters of Southwestern
Connecticut, will pair Fairfield
University students-bigs-with a
student between around 8 to 13
years old to mentor. Children from

you kind of realize that just by be-

can also make an impact by intro-

ing their friend... that can have a

ducing their students to the possibility of seeking higher education.

difference,"said Rovegno.

"A lot of these children don't

Starting tomorrow people will
be able to pick up an application

have a picture of college," Vogel

and sign up for an interest inter-

Fairfield, Stratford and Bridgeport

said. "The bigs will have a huge

view time slot in BCC212. Inter-

will participate in the program.

opportunity to really paint a picture

view times are currently available

of college and really inspire and

for Tuesday the 15th from 6-8 p.m.

do simple things like bake, "things

motivate these children to be going

Fairfield U students had and maybe

to college someday."

If you can't make one of the times,
please e-mail Rob Vogel. Fairfield

take for granted a little as part of

Vogel is currently looking for
students to make a long-term com-

a-House program and will be in-

mitment to the organization.

volved with the Community Service

The bigs will help students

their childhood/'Vogel said.
And that's the kind of thing
that really helps students, accord-

"We're not going to spoil them

BIGS is affiliated with the Build-

Alliance (CSA) as well.

4-Vve

One of FUSA's ongoing goals is to maintain
transparency between
the organization and the
student body. This year,
we've attempted to do this
by increasing our collaboration with other clubs and
organizations on campus. This article itself is a
manifestation of this - our
new partnership with The
Mirror. We also kicked off
the year with our Programming Board teaming up
with the Quick Center to
bring students the Spanglish Fly dance in the Black
Box Theatre. We had our
Programming Board collaborate with Students for
Social Justice to bring fair
labor activist Jim Keady
to campus. Last month,
WVOF co-sponsored our

^m
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Next, FUSA and the
HAM Channel are teaming
up to bring to students a
new program called "Fireside Chats" with FUSA
President, Charlie Knights,
and FUSA Vice President,
Rob Vogel. These short
videos will feature FUSA
updates, campus news, interviews with athletes and
administrators, and Q&A
from students, all brought
to you casually from your
causally-outfitted Prez and
VP (read: they will be wearing nothing but bathrobes).
The videos will air on the
HAM Channel weekly, and
will also be linked to YouTube and FUSA's website.
Be sure to check them out!
Have a great weekend,
and let's all turn out to support Stag Basketball this
weekend!
-Your Fairfield University Student Association

JJ§
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12 Unquowa Place, Fairfield, CT 203-292-B251
for hours, reservations St our entertainment schedule
including live music, visit ysnAnAf.fairfieldspGt.com
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A Big Win for the Lads

Shuttle Shi(f )t
MikaelaTierney |Editor-in-Chief
Gabriellatutino |Executive Editor
Charlotte Adinolfi| Managing Editor
Martin 0'Sullivan|Opinion Editor
The Stag Shuttle's times and route have changed... but
for better or for worse? These changes are mostly in part due
to the opening of Fairfield's off-campus bookstore (read our
articles about it!).
Because of the new route, which passes (but doesn't stop
in front of) the library and takes back roads to stop right in
front of the new store, the shuttle now starts a good 45 minutes earlier than before.
This is good for students who don't like to wait until noon to
get into town.The stop in front of the bookstore also provides closer
access to the "heart of downtown Fairfield"and will be convenient
when students need to pick-up textbooks from the bookstore.
At the same time, the route to the bookstore is quite out
of the way and is definitely a time killer. The Stag shuttle
has to travel behind the parking lot that is connected to the
bookstore shopping complex. Why not just stop there and let
the students cut through the parking lot to the back door? It
would shorten the route by a few minutes, and then the bus
could make its merry way down Post Road back to Bob's plaza
and the rest of its stops.
Students have already begun to complain that the ride to the
bookstore is too long, and that it's easier to just walk there from the train
station.The time it takes to get there by foot is probably the same.
Although the library stop wasn't essential to the bus
route, it was a good stop that students used frequently. Smack
in the middle between Downtown Fairfield and the rest of
town—which has 16 Handles, Fin, Flipside,Tombo, a few different banks,Tiffany's Nails—it was an easy enough location
to act as a meeting point and a central navigation point. It
should've stayed as a staple of the shuttle route.
And when winter time comes around, who in all honesty
will want to wait around for 45 minutes for the shuttle? Half
an hour is bad enough to wait outside for a bus when it's below 40°... let's not push it.

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
Did you witness the epic win for the Fairfield soccer team over Manhattan on Monday?
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

The Mirror
welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email at infb@fairfieldminor.com or Box AA
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks,
and should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words

Balancing the Books

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down

BY TYLER CALVI-ROGERS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last Friday, we saw the

section to see if they had "Ques-

(for example, "South Park and

tions Concerning Technology,"

Philosophy"), I still think that a

a book for my philosophy class
focused on Martin Heidegger, a

bookstore made by a University
for its students first and towns-

opening of the Fairfield Uni-

famous German philosopher. The

people second should be market-

versity Bookstore. Perhaps they

book is required by the teacher,

ing books that assist the student

should have named it "A Faulty

so once again I made the as-

in their studies.

Investment for Appearance and

sumption that they would have it.

Think about it! Our tuition

And once again, nothing. But

essentially payed for the book-

Profit."
Why? Let's see. If it's a

• An asteroid the size of
an aircraft carrier passed
Earth yesterday, making it the closest one in
the last 30 years... it still
missed us though.

• The first casino in
New York City, Resorts
World Casino, opened
yesterday. Another reason for useless spending in this economy?

the missing Shakespeare because

paying for should be ones that

assume that the primary books

there are only five people in the

ensure our success.

marketed would be textbooks

Heidegger class; although there
wouldn't be as great of a demand
for the book, it wouldn't sell out

Borders closed for a reason, and

selection of famous or related

as quickly as a result and further-

that's because it wasn't selling

more would be present because it

enough books. So we open a
bookstore in its place, despite a

went to the bookstore on Mon-

was a required textbook.
, But it's not as if the philoso-

day, he had the intention of pur-

phy section wasn't stocked. The

chasing "A Midsummer Night's

first thing that caught my eye

dollars and a perfectly adequate
on-campus bookstore. Yeah, let's

Dream" for his Shakespeare class.

was a book titled "Twilight and

sign a 10-year lease for a 23,000

I did not think we would find a

Philosophy."

square foot property in the prime

• Andy Rooneydied at
age 92 only weeks after
starting his retirement.

• Jeff Mangum of Neutral
Milk Hotel announced a
2012 U.S. tour after a 10
year hiatus.

• The stress that is the
registration process
begins next week.
• Tickets to John Malkovich are completely
sold out.

retail location of Fairfield instead

Shakespeare's most well known

that I, a Fairfield student, have

of maintaining or even expand-

plays in addition to being a re-

access to a book that explains the

ing the existing bookstore on the

quirement for an important class

philosophical basis of the latest

for English majors.

fad in recycled teenage drama
over the texts required by a class

property we already own.
Even after overlooking these

As you can probably guess,

• "Modern Warfare 3"
came out today.

budget gap exceeding 4 million

Really? Is it more important

problem here, as this is one of

• Indian summer in
November? We'll take it.

logic behind this investment.

and other publications required

When my roommate and I

• John Lennon's tooth
sold yesterday for
$31,200. We love that
guy, but really?

All of this points to the faulty

for class, only augmented by a
books. One would assume.

• Trent Reznor of Nine
Inch Nails is writing the
soundtrack for "The Girl
With the Dragon Tattoo."

store. .. so the books we are also

I didn't accept this as easily as

University bookstore, one would

they did not have it. I accepted

that explores the essence of be-

this reality with some under-

ing?

standing, as I assumed someone

realities, I'm still baffled. Buying a
bookstore was one thing. But not
stocking it with course materials
to make room for titles one would

After further inspection,

expect to find at Spencer's or

else had already bought the book.

I noticed that the most of the

However, I thought they might
want to stock more than one of

philosophy section followed

Hot Topic? That's a smart move.

suite with the "(insert shallow

Abandon the guaranteed sales
for the psuedo-intellectual pop

each title; this singularity in stock

pop culture publication here)

was true of all the Shakespeare

and Philosophy" formula. Even
though some of them could have

culture marketing ploys.
Yeah Fairfield, that's a good

been interesting to me personally

idea.

plays present.
I then went to the philosophy

.

• -.-.-.. .»»v- *-. . :'.
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Rethinking #OccupyWallStreet
the whole thing.

When Congress exempts
profiteering natural gas extraction

on maximizing GDP at all costs

million for more than ten years,

protest, and talk to the (perhaps

giving the astronomically wealthy

companies from the Clean Water

serving a society to a society serv-

surprisingly) normal people you

a disproportionate influence over

Act, I get very frustrated because I

ing its economy there is absolutely

find and it will become clear that

the political process.The result is

want clean water but I cannot af-

a clear problem and finally some-

the root of the movement could not

that corporations are free to shape

ford my own lobbyist. I could make

one is calling attention to it.

realize it or not, your opinion is a

be any more legitimate, meaningful

policy in ways that best suit their

a fortune too if I could circumvent

battleground and media outlets

or important.
Some news sources

own needs, without regard for

brought these problems to the

everywhere are absolutely warring

the people whom policies are

forefront of the political discourse

over it.

assert that OWS

intended to benefit.

and the collective consciousness

BY ARTURO WATTS

But visit an actual Occupy

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

'

What do you currently believe

about Occupy Wall Street?
At the moment, whether you

Such a contested territory

seat victory has been north of $7

has no clear

causes a shift from an economy

What OWS has done is

as reflected by occupations and

must be extremely important, so I

headlines around the globe. It has

implore you: don't just give it away

captured the attention of people

to the first headline that comes

everywhere - you've read this far,

around aiming to stick its flag in

haven't you? It has highlighted the
connection between our financial

the ground.
For most people, opinions

system and the social and environ-

about OWS (and any issue) are best

mental responsibilities to which we

predicted by the stance of their

have assigned secondary impor-

preferred news source. That being

tance.

the case, ask yourself, "Who has

So before you write off OWS as

greatest control over my opinions?"

a quixotic gaggle of whiners, con-

If the answer is anything other than

sider the sources that have given

"I do," consider this verse from "Be-

you this impression, as well as the

lieve" by John Mayer: When you

demand and that

trust your television/ What you get

the protests are

most, consider the deeply embed-

is what you got/ Cause when they

pointless, but I

ded problems that have mobilized

own the information/Oh, they can

say the system-

these protestors to gather in cities

bend it all they want.

atic problems

around the world, and ask yourself

The Occupy movement has

corporate ties they may have. Fore-

that have spurred

whether you'd like those problems

grown very large and it is deeply

the protests cannot

to be addressed or left to fester.

multifaceted, so how easy would it

be resolved with one

be for a news outlet with the right

simple demand. The

motives to misrepresent it? Simply

Occupy protestors aim

snap a picture of the least impres-

to address so much that it

sive looking protestor you can

would be silly to slosh their many

When corporate executives

find, devise a clever headline and

diverse and reasonable goals into

receive eight figure bonuses amidst

tell the world that this protestor is

one.

mass layoffs, there are clearly prob-

representative of the entire international movement to delegitimize

laws in place for the
common good; I'd simply
rob a bank and call it a brilliant business plan.

The average campaign

lems that need to be addressed.

spending behind a single senate

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror

When a nation's maniacal fixation

To get involved with financial
social justice efforts at Fairfietd
University, join the Proactive
Investment Club (PIC).

To learn more, visit:
www.facebook.com/pages/PICat-fairfield-university.

Divorcing from Reality in the News
BY LUIGI DIMEGLIO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A decision in Germany this
month can help determine your
future employment. Our next

of news is abundant. Just ask
anyone who gets CNN breaking

"Knowledge of the Dodd-

involved, and maybe raising the

ing to have issues," she said. "The

Frank financial legislation

debt ceiling is not as clear-cut

day-to-day doesn't matter."

news updates on their phone or

in place of Kate Middleton's

compared to the classic 'Reagan

who does not go an hour without

wardrobe or Tom Brady's passing

Shot' news stories of genera-

Director of the Media Center,

checking the ESPN BottomLine.

statistics would entail a lot more

tions past. However, it is not just

considers the favoring of benign

work," said Dr. Michael Serazio,

the general public's difficulty in

news to be more than a trend in

All kinds of news can reach

Rev. James Mayzik S.J.,

president may have no respect

us easily, and we should be able

an assistant professor in Fairfield

grasping content or the media's

young people. "Just this morning

for women. The governor of Con-

to understand it all. Right? Most

University's Communications

lack of comprehensive presenta-

on Good Morning America they

necticut, some say, is driving up

fundamental concepts needed to
understand what CNN has to say

Department. "The question is:

tion that has made serious news

talked about Kim Kardashian's

how can journalism continue

less popular among many in the

failed marriage. I said,'Why is

are taught early on in school.

to format its coverage of critical

student crowd.
For Benafsha Juyia '14, not

this news?' It's the same reason

issues and events so as to draw in

our tuition.
Despite all of this, many
students nationwide and here on

However, news has gotten

campus know a lot more about a

complicated in today's age. The

new audiences and attention ...

knowing what was said on the

ies: to escape reality. Our culture

single celebrity divorce (among

decisions that steer people from

even if the subjects are compli-

front page of today's New York

does not want to deal with real

the hundreds occurring everyday

paying attention to serious news

cated and challenging?"

Times is a choice. "People don't

things," he said.

nationwide) than the listed criti-

are not made necessarily by the

cal news happenings.

consumer.

It could be argued that
Justin Bieber's love life is a bit

care about who runs the country
because the country is always go-

why people go to see dumb mov-

In that light, it seems that the
news media is already beginning to give up on the struggle
discussed by Serazio. And that,

"People don't care about
who runs the country
because the country is
always going to have
problems."
- Benafsha Juyia '14

ultimately, is what Serazio says
should make us concerned.
But does this mean that
cultures that keep in tune with
reality are better off than ours?
Would we be happier if the news
industry made us come to terms
with reality?

Just read the article last week

I guess until the answer comes,

by Mary Kate McCormick when
she writes, "the majority of Fair-

a middle path should be found: news
media that speaks the truth without

field students interviewed knew
little about Gadhafi, or the Libyan

making us depressed.
Luckily, we have countless

Civil War."

media outlets in America that do

While interviewing for this
■article, I met one student who

already make light of real issues,
such The Daily Show with Jon

could not name a single 2012

Stewart and the Mirror's very own

presidential candidate.

cartoons by Vin Ferrer.

Why is that? Why are so
Feeling the need for a reliable and
up-to-date new source?

many people ignorant of relevant
news while maintaining an acute
interest in the benign happenings

Check out FairfieldMirror on
Twitter!

of Hollywood?
Accessibility to both types

•

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror

The Vine

Compania Flamenca
Jose Porcel11
"Gypsy Fire

Illustration
by Loan Le

MOR INSIDE
MUSIC:

TELEVISION:

FOOD:

Guess who is showing
his Stag Pride? This singer-songerwriter, whose
music has been played
on shows like "Grey's
Anatomy" and "Bones,"
recendy performed at
Toad's Place.

Season 7 of hit TV series
"Bones" has a promising future, according to
a Stag writer.

Feel hungry? You might
after reading this article
on Stuffed Bell Peppers.
There's a solution to
your hunger: make it. A
Stag provides you wih
the recipe.
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Members of Compania Flamenca perform at a previous show. Photographs provided by Michael Horyczun. Credit: Jesus Vallinas.

Dance Program "Gypsy Fire" Flickers on Stage
The dance troupe from Madrid did not impress, according to a dance aficionado.

BY AMBER NOWAK
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

At times dance can be
breathtaking. Watching
dancers perform on a
stage, as they feel the music and
reflect the beats with their movements, almost as if the motion
and the rhythm are inseparable, can make your heart
leap or send chills up your
spine.
When it comes to
flamenco, the dynamic
dance that is grounded in
a rich cultural tradition of
the. Andalusian Gypsies of
southern Spain seems synonymous with the word
"passion".
Watching the production becomes an experience rather than an
observation of a show.
Flamenco dance typically
hits a level of such emotional intensity that you
nearly fall into a trance and
become enveloped in the
sounds of Spanish guitar and
the swirling images before
you.
Unfortunately, this was not
the feeling I got from watching
Compania Flamenca Jose Porcel
perform at the Quick Center last
Saturday evening.
Rather than experiencing the
shiver-inducing performance that
flamenco typically yields, I felt myself
cringe throughout most of the twohour long performance entitled
"Gypsy Fire."
With the exception of Jose Porcel

himself, who danced a notable solo act
and a decent improvised routine, the
rest of the dancers were, for lack of a
better word, awkward.
The troop was made up of Porcel,
who is the choreographer, four women dancing the female parts, two men
dancing male parts, and one woman
who dressed in traditional male flamenco costume and danced the male part
along with the three other men.
I assume that the swap of gender
roles on the part of this dancer was done
in an effort to provide a partner for each
dancer.
The female performer who danced
the male part was, besides Porcel, probably the best dancer on stage.
She executed the moves naturally
and smoothly without hesitation and
appeared to be responding to the music
rather than running through a choreographed routine, more so than any of
the other dancers under Porcel's lead.
While I am not by any means a connoisseur in the art of flamenco dancing,
I have seen quite a few flamenco performances.
From what I have inferred,the roles
of both male and female dancers exhibit
a balance of fluid poise and a commanding stance of authority.
The difference is that gestures and
the way in which the dancers carry
themselves is always extremely masculine or feminine depending on the gender role.
Though strong and assertive, the
female dancers are always feminine at
the core. While graceful, the male dancers always exude masculinity through
their posture and movements and the
attitudes these reveal.
That being said, this female performer danced a male flamenco dancer's role perfectly.
She embodied the sense of mascu-

line self-assuredness that should be expressed in the role of the male dancer,
and it was interesting to see how she
was able to take on this character and
execute it to perfection through her
stance.
Perhaps because she was able to
grasp this attitude so well, she appeared
to be the most masculine of the three
male roles -- which, to be frank, was a
little odd.
So exactly had she portrayed the
male flamenco dancer's attitude that the
other two paled in comparison seeming
weak and disorderly next to her perfect,
confident composure.
The only time during the evening
that I did feel captivated by the emotion
relayed in the dance was during Porcel's
solo.
The years of experience Porcel has
from dancing flamenco since the age
of 13 were immediately evident when
he entered the stage. His act started off
slow and composed. Gradually, intensity built up as his dancing became more
explosive.
While the music was bursting out
of control, Porcel still maintained* such
poise through his animated movements
and the fierce beat made by his shoes
and hands, that it built up a tension between the two-composure and fervency- that was indeed stunning.
Porcel's improvised routine was
still emblematic of his skill, but slightly
less moving than his choreographed
solo performanee.
You could see that Porcel was enveloped in the music and clearly felt it,
but at times it seemed like he was holding back.
While not the best flamenco I've
ever seen, all in all the entire performance was entertaining, and at the end
of the day any flamenco makes for a
good time.
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Mat Kearney: Kind and One-of-a-Kind
BY GABRIEIXA TUTINO
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

In today's music industry, it's
difficult for singer-songwriters to establish a name and
an original sound for themselves.
There are only so many songs and
so many instruments that can be
used before it all sounds the same.
Oregonborn and Tennessee-based
solo artist
Mat Kearney
is an original.

With the ability to blend mu- sings is the selling point, giving his
sical instrumentation, a spoken music a deep, soulful feel.
word rap flow, and singing in his
As a solo artist, Kearney can
music, Kearney has been able to easily transition from simple
maintain a fresh and welcoming acoustic songs to piano-based
sound in the music industry.
tracks, to music that is a blend of
Kearney broke onto the music both. However, being a solo artist,
scene back in 2004 with his album Kearney is limited in his choice of
"Bullet" but didn't reach critical instrumentation. While Kearney's
acclaim until 2006 with his single style distinguishes him from other
"Nothing Left to Lose" off the - solo artists, his music tends to lean
same-titled album. The song spent on the repetitive side.
20 weeks on the Billboard Top 100,
One of his best qualities: Mat
peaking in popularity around Feb- Kearney is a fan of the Stags. Durruary 2007. He just released his ing his concert at Toad's Place
fourth album "Young Love" of New Haven last Wednesday,
containing the singles "Hey Kearney spent time with a mostly
Mama" and "Ships in the college-age audience, asking stuNight."
dents what universities they were
Upon first hearing Kear- from and what their mascots were.
ney, he sounds like Chris Martin He seemed to latch onto the Fairof Coldplay gone solo, but with a field Stags the most, flashing the
slight Southern Twang.
familiar hand gesture while talking
The musical similarities, how- about the mascot.
ever, stop there.
Kearney's interactions with
What makes Kearney's music the crowd weren't just ways to kill
really unique is his rapping. Not time. Later during his set, he freethe type of rap of modern hip-hop styled about the night, mentioning
and R&B, but the spoken word rap the neighboring college and unithat is distinctive to poetry slams.
versities while rapping about his
Kearney has thoughtful, pro- philosophy of life.
vocative lyrics that address social
Mat Kearney's stop at Toad's
issues in America, heartbreak, and Place was part of the second leg
a 1
that is in be- tween. of his "Young Love Tour," which is
emo- promoting his most recent album.
tion
Accompanied by a full band—
and friends of his from the opening
enthusi- band Leagues—Kearney mixed
asm in Kearney's up the performance by alternating
voice when he between old favorites like "Breathe

Kaela Tierney and Gabriella Tutino/The Mirror

Top: Mat Kearney performs at Toad's Place in New Haven, Conn.
Left: Guitarist from "Leagues."
In, Breathe Out" and his more
current songs such as "Closer to
Love."
The mix of love melodies with
upbeat sing-a-longs made the concert enjoyable—there was never a
lull during the hour and a half set.
The small size of Toad's Place
allows for more intimate concerts.
Kearney took advantage of the standard-sized crowd to jump offstage

and run into the mass, taking pictures with his fans, all while singing.
Mat Kearney's performance
was full of energy: calm like his
music, but hyped-up enough to
have the crowd moving and dancing to every song.
More information about Mat
Kearney and the tour can be found
on his website, http://matkearney.
com/default.aspx.

Artist Twists "NaturalHistory"

Contributed by lames Prosek and Waqat Wahat, NY.
James Prosek's illustration "Cockatool" (2006). Watercolor, gouache, colored
pencil and graphite on paper, from the collection of Susan and Dixon Butler.

BY AMBER NOW AK

CHIEF COPY EDITOR

Where might one expect to
find a Drill Duck? Perhaps at the Bronx Zoo,
or in a field guide of North American aquatic wildlife. How about a
Roosterfische or a Cockatool? Maybe these are creatures more likely
to be found in a Dr. Seuss book.
Drill Ducks, Cockatools and

Roosterfische along with Flying
Foxes and a Sea Pegasus are all inventions of the artist James Prosek,
a native of Easton, Conn., whose
collection "James Prosek Un-Natural History" is on display at the
Bellarmine Museum in Bellarmine
Hall.
At first glance, many of the
paintings appear to be the kind of
highly naturalistic renderings of
wildlife that are found in textbooks
or field guides. Yet, metallic flakes

mixed in with the pigment make
Prosek's paintings shine brighter
than an Audubon illustration, glistening with bold yet iridescent colors. A closer look at these works
reveals the subtle but drastic differences from nature. The painting
"Cockatool," (2008) features what
could be an ordinary tropical bird,
until we notice the various Swiss
Army knife attachments jutting out
from its crest.
If this exhibit left anything to
be desired, it was for more works
in the collection. The works exhibited in "Un-Natural History" vary
from being "compellingly realistic"
to utter fantasy. "Untitled (Carolina
Parakeets)" (2006) and "Atlantic
Cod" (2011) are paintings of the
real variety, brilliantly pigmented
and stunningly naturalistic. "Drill
Duck" (2009) and "Flying Fox with
Gun: Fox Hunt" (2009) are some of
the really inventive subjects, featuring a duck with a bill in the form
of a drill and a red fox with black
feathered wings, respectively.
Each of these paintings representing the Drill Duck and Flying
Fox creatures have corresponding
diaramas of taxidermied wildlife
and mixed media. Knowing that
such an animal as a flying red fox
with bird-like wings is obviously
not real, as I stood before its threedimensional likeness I couldn't
help but wish it were.
An artist, writer and activist,
Prosek sought to explore accepted
naming conventions and "the ways
in which language not only serves
to organize the world around us,
but also to reify extant hierarchies,

thus fostering a sense of a 'natural'
order of things; ah order that is, in
fact, entirely illusory," as reads a
description of the exhibition. The
surreal quality of many of his works
coupled with their aptly chosen
titles make a number of his works
puns, playing on our preconceived
notions of how we expect the visual
and nominal to relate. "Un-Natural
History" thus makes for exciting
"food for thought" from both a scientific perspective and a sociological one.
"In Un-Natural History, James
Prosek questions accepted norms
by proposing new and unusual
ways for considering the world
around us," Bellarmine Museum
director and assistant professor of
art history, Jill Deupi, told the University. "He encourages us, with
subtle persistence, to think about
what it means to impose a name on
an object or, indeed, a living crea-

ture, and how such actions create
powerful hierarchies in the interconnected realms of society, politics and economics."
The highlight of the collection
was undoubtedly the "Cockatool"
(2011), a new version of the "Cockatool" (2008). While the 2008 version has a shimmering but subdued
crystal-=like quality, the 2011 version is its heated, tropical cousin.
The painting, which was completed
and framed only two weeks prior to
the opening of the exhibit, sets itself
apart from all the other paintings in
the warm, rhythmic vitality of the
colors and pattern-like flatness. If
this gives us any insight into the direction Prosek is taking his art, in a
few years the Bellarmine may just
have to invite him back.
The exhibit opened on Oct.
21 and will remain on display until
Dec. 21, 2011.

Prosek's "Sailfish" (2010). Watercolor, gouache, colored pencil and graphite on
tea-stained paper.

Junior Special

When you join Garden Catering's
new loyalty program... Nugget Points!
Enroll in any participating Garden Catering
location or online at gardencatering.net
2074 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06825
Store Hours: 8am-8:30pm Mon-Sat, 9am-8pm Sunday
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All I Want for Christmas is..
Justin Bieber?
BY AMANDA MCKELVEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Now I may not be a
12-year-old girl, but I do
have Bieber fever.
Like every other music star,
Justin Bieber released a new
Christmas album on Nov. 1, just
in time for this year's holidays.
The album features classics
such as "The Christmas Song,"
"Someday at Christmas," "All I
Want For Christmas Is You," "Santa
Claus is Coming to Town," "Drummer Boy" and "Silent Night."
The album also has seven
original songs, with collaborators
like Usher, Mariah Carey, Busta
Rhymes and The Band Perry.
"Only Thing I Ever Get For
Christmas" is the first track on the
CD. It is a beautifully romantic

mid-tempo song and the addition
of the guitar is a great touch.
"Mistletoe" was previously
released as a single and a music
video. The original song is about
how he knows he should be doing
other things around the holidays
but all he wants to do is be with
the girl he loves: "I should be playing in the winter snow/ But I'mma
be under the mistletoe/ With you,
shawty with you...I should be
making a list, I know/ But I'mma
be under the mistletoe/ With you,
shawty with you."
The music video is a very
sweet representation of the song.
The premise is that the girl Justin
is seeing is upset that all these
girls keep coming up to him, but
he tells her he just wants to be under the mistletoe with her.
The rendition of "The Christmas Song" featuring Usher is beautifully arranged, and it is interesting

"Tower Heist"
Gets Laughs

to hear Justin sing with his mentor
because their voices sync together
perfectly. It is by far the best collaboration on the album.
The arrangement of "Santa
Claus Is Coming to Town" is a modern update of a classic. Bieber even
throws in some Jackson 5 ("Shake
it, shake it, baby" anyone?).
Another excellent collaboration on the album is Justin Bieber's and Boyz II Men's "Fa La La,"
an original song that also comes
in an a cappella version. Both are
great additions to the record. Unfortunately, I cannot say the same
for Bieber and Mariah Carey's
version of "All I Want For Christmas Is You".
The new version definitely
does not do the original justice.
Also another disappointment is
"Drummer Boy." While yes, Justin
Bieber may be able to rap, it is not
appropriately suited for this type

BY ANNEMARIE VEIRA
STAFF WRITER

After Arthur Shaw (Alda)
is accused of committing
fraud, he is taken into FBI
custody. Josh Kovacs (Stiller) has
to come clean to his staff that a few
years ago he asked Shaw to handle
the pensions for the entire staff. As
a result, all of their pensions have
been lost.
When Josh finds out that
^ Lester, his longtime friend and
doorman, tries to commit suicide
because he invested his entire life
savings with Shaw, the once calm
and collected Josh goes off the
deep end.
Josh, with his brother-in-law
Charlie (Affleck), and Enrique
Dev'Reaux (Pena), the new elevator
operator, decide to do something.
Josh devises a plan to right
the wrong by stealing Shaw's safety
net of $20 million that is still unaccounted for, according to the FBI.
Josh, with the help of a few
friends including Mr. Fitzhugh
(Broderick), a recently displaced
Wall Street financial advisor who
was evicted from his home, attempts to steal the money from
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of album. I understand
that Bieber was experimenting
with different sounds, but this just
does not fit correctly.
Bieber redeems himself with
"All I Want Is You" and "Christmas
Eve."
"Christmas Eve" is a smooth
R&B song written by Chris Brown
for the album.
"Home This Christmas" is
an interesting and original mix of
and up and coming country band,
The Band Perry, and R&B. I am excited to be hearing the new catchy
and upbeat pop song "Christmas
Love" this holiday season.
While "Pray" is a touching
song, I don't exactly know if it
has a place on this album (it has
previously been on the Bieber album "My Worlds Acoustic"). It is" a
tender song but has nothing to do
with Christmas.
Overall, I think Justin Bieber
has it right. I know that there are

so many Christmas albums out
there with all the same songs, but
I am definitely excited to hear this
one.
You don't have to be a
12-year-old girl to like this album.
I mean you have to admit, the
kid's got talent. I would rate the
album 3 V2 stags out of 4.

Shaw's apartment.
I was surprised to see more
than a handful of people joining
me for the Saturday matinee showing of the film.
Based on their reactions,
mixed between stifled and uncontrollable laughter, I can tell that the
film will do really well.
The film falls under the banner
of an action-adventure dramedy
and has well-placed humor that
propels the plot and adds to the
overall experience of the film.
I didn't get lost in the jokes
like I do when some films attempt
to mash the two genres together.
Much of the comedy was situational and echoed the spirit of Abbott and Costello's type of comedy,
reminding me of their film 1941
"Buck Privates."
The social commentary of the
Bernie Madoff scandal was prevalent in the plot, making the film accessible to everyone.
It's all about the little guy taking back what is rightfully his, and
sticking it to the wealthy guy who
tried to take everything for himself.
All of the characters are relatable,
from Josh trying to do the right thing
to the tension between Charlie and
Josh. Josh reminded me of Danny

Ocean from "Ocean's Eleven," and
I loved the nod that was used in
the film, where the planning stage
seemed similar to that of "Ocean's
Eleven."
However, the seriousness was
undercut by various jokes in regards to some of the ladies in the
financial offices of the Tower.
One of my favorite characters
was Mr. Fitzhugh, thanks to Broderick's delivery, who came off a
few times like a depressed Hammy
from "Over the Hedge."
His character, like the rest of us,
feels that without a job he's pretty
much useless. He comes to realize
that his skills are still necessary.
The film did very well on its
opening weekend. On Friday, it
took the lead over "Puss and Boots"
for $8.3 million and by end of the
day Saturday the film had grossed
a little over $25 million.
The cast was great. The overall
storyline was good.
I'd recommend this film if you
are looking for a good escape with
some funny moments included and
it's definitely a good way to gear up
for the holidays.
Let me hear your comments
on this film online at fairfieldmirror.com.

Contributed Photo

Might Need Some Rum to Sit Through "The Rum Diary"
BY MARGOT DA CUNHA
VINE COLUMNIST

gg The Rum Diary," directed by
Bruce Robinson, is based on
the book written by Hunter S.
Thompson in the late 1950s.
It details the journey of the
rum-loving freelance journalist
Paul Kemp.
Kemp, played by the well-respected Johnny Depp, is brilliant
and sought-after but often finds
himself in unfortunate situations
due to his unbreakable hobby of
hitting the bottle too hard.
The movie, which takes place
in San Juan, Puerto Rico, has obvious potential, but seems to fall flat
with its disconnected plot line.
The story shows Kemp journeying through a new city, writing

for a local paper and striving to find
his voice.
He quickly finds himself in a
struggle with financial criminal Hal
Sanderson played by actor Aaron
Eckhart, who is scheming to illegally industrialize a small island and is
seeking Kemp's help.
Depp is taken out of his typical intensive role and put into the
shoes of a man who is quiet, lost
and scattered, but also intelligent
and driven.
Depp, once again, proves that
he can fully embody any character
and does an accurate portrayal that
feels raw and precise.
Unfortunately, the story seems
to drift along without any real sense
of direction that not even Depp can
save.
On the other hand, the beautiful scenery, occasional humorous

scenes, and abuse of booze and
narcotics keep the story somewhat
interesting.
Viewing the movie with a
Puerto Rican native, I had direct
confirmation that the film did an
excellent job of accurately portraying the cities' scenery, architecture
and time-period, while also incorporating some local traditions such
as the chicken-fights and the coqui
frogs.
The scenery may have been accurate, but according to my friend,
the film inaccurately made locals
look animal-like and unstable.
Puerto Rico is not as dangerous as the film made it seem.
However, the cinematography was well done with interesting
perspectives and imagery, and the
films music fits in well with the locations and actions of each scene.

Some of the actors came off as
cheesy and useless.
For example, one of the only
female representations in the
film was the strikingly glamorous
Chenault, played by Amber Heard,
who portrays a young girl from Connecticut who is dating Sanderson.
Depp instantly falls for
Chenault's slender figure and defined bone structure, but there is
no depth whatsoever to Chenault's
character.
She is represented as a dependent, slutty, attention-seeking
victim.
The overall message I got from
the story is that Kemp ultimately
learns what is truly important: finding his voice.
The movie dragged on and
could have had a more telling ending but did incorporate some pow-

erful punch lines.
In conclusion, the movie needed to be edited and restructured,
and fell short of my expectations.

Contributed Photo
Famous actor Johnny Depp plays journalist Paul Kemp in "The Rum Diary."
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Bones, Booth and a Baby Means Boost in Ratings
ratings had slipped over the past
two seasons
STAFF WRITER
I have to admit that over the
past three seasons, from a fan's
point of view, the show's plot was
Last Thursday was the season
getting a bit complacent.
seven premiere of "Bones."
The question of "Will Booth
I have to say that I was utand Brennan ever get together?"
terly happy to see the whole team
seemed like it was going
again. to never be answered
At the end of season
but thanks to good timsix, after two years of wanting by the writers and
ing to have a baby, BrenEmily Deschanel actunan professes to Booth
ally getting pregnant,
that she's pregnant with his
we got an answer: Sort
baby.
of.
At the beginning of
Usually for a show
season seven, we see Brenwhose lead characters
nan six months pregnant.
get together on the show
So far, through the
means the death of the
whole summer, Brennan
show, also known as the
and Booth have been going
'Moonlighting Curse.'
in between their two apartHowever, because
ments in a living situation
the
pair didn't ' go
that is unorthodox.
through a whole roDue to the situation,
mance like most pairs,
Brennan and Booth can't
things
still
haven't
formally be 'together' bechanged between the
cause that would cause the
duo.
bureau to disband their
If the ratings conpartnership.
tinue to be this strong
And yes, they are havwe should be able to
ing a baby and they do love
Contributed Photo
have
a season eight,
each other but they aren't
From the first premiere of Season 7 of "Bones," fans can expect more character driven and comedic story lines.
which for any show is a
in "love" with each other in
milestone.
Keep your
the classic sense.
Booth wants to be a big part which is funny because Brennan his face lit up, so maybe he'll take
With its ratings of 3.3 million fingers crossed.
of the baby's life, which I have has rarely ever cried over anything after his dad for a career choice.
viewers in the 18-49 age bracket,
I don't know about you but
on good authority is going to be in six years.
This season should be inter- it's a good sign.
I can't wait to see what's next.
What makes a moment like esting because of changes. Sweets
a girl. Although Brennan is comThere was talk after last sea- "Bones" airs on Fox on Thursdays
pletely happy raising the child on that priceless is Booth taking a is now much more comfortable son that the show might be head- at 9 p.m.
her own, Booth tries to get that picture of her in tears on his phone in his role as psychiatrist, team ing for cancellation because the
BY ANN KM AW F. VEIRA

thought in her mind to no avail.
Meanwhile, everyone finds it
funny that Brennan is still working in the field. Not only is she still
managing to squat over remains
at crime scenes, but she is also
losing control of her emotions
and crying at various intervals --

for posterity.
As for Angela and Hodgins,
and their new baby boy, it's been a
wonderful adjustment. Both parents are happy and even tried to
sneak the baby into the lab against
regulations. What was funny was
once the little one saw the bugs

Fairfield
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KeBey Center presentation Room

Don't Assume You Know How to Interview!!
Schedule an appointment with Career Planning to learn interview techniques and tips!
Call us at 203-254-4081 or email: cposffarield.edu to setup an appointment.

member and friend, while Cam
is currently balancing her role as
boss and as a parent to her teenage daughter.
The season opened with a rating of 10 million viewers, thanks to
the strong following of "X-Factor,"
airing before it.
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This Week
in Entertainment History

+ Food Frenzy

How To Make Stuffed Peppers

BY JENNIFER FIORILLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
BY MARGOT DA CUNHA AND
ADRIANNA MONTANO
VINE COLUMNISTS

time and have them for other
meals throughout the week.
The cold weather is here and
cooking at home is crucial.
Staying in and making dinner
at the townhouse is something to
start getting used to because the cold weather
will keep you in.
This was the first
time I've ever made
stuffed peppers, and -not to toot my own horn
-- they were pretty delicious.
They were delicious
because they made the
house smell tasty, a smell
reminding me of homecooked meals.
I am usually not a
big fan of peppers but
stuffing them with rice
and meat changed
my mind..
I wanted to try and make it
somewhat healthy by avoiding
white rice and ground beef. So, instead, I used quinoa and chicken
sausage and it did the same job.
Don't be intimidated by the
word quinoa (pronounced keenwah). It's a grain similar to rice
and has a fluffy, creamy, and
slightly crunchy texture, and is a
good source of protein and magnesium!
This is also something you
can make a bunch of ahead of

Ingredients:
3 medium-sized peppers
1 Chopped Onion

1 cup Quinoa (2 cups water
to cook)
3 Chicken Sausage links
Green or Red Peppers
1/4 cup of Tomato Sauce
1/8 cup Parmesan Cheese
1/8 cup Panko Breadcrumbs
Slices Pepper Jack Cheese
(melted on top)

Directions:
Set the oven to 375 degrees.
To prep the peppers, cut off the
top and take out the seeds.

If you want them to be on the
soft side, you can steam-them or
let them cook in the oven before
you stuff them.
Once prepped, set them
aside on a baking sheet until you
are ready to stuff
them. Making quinoa is the same
as making rice,
double/twice the
amount of water to
grain, 2:1 ratio.
While
that
cooks, chop an
onion and pepper and cook in
a saute pan until
vegetables are soft.
Add in the sausage
(chopped or crumbled).
Once the quinoa and sausage
are fully cooked,
mix them together in a bowl,
along with the tomato sauce,
cheese and breadcrumbs to bind
everything together.
Take the mix and stuff the
peppers. If you love cheese, throw
on a piece of pepper jack cheese
on the top and bake away!
It should take about 15-20
minutes since the stuffing is already cooked, or take out of the
oven when the cheese is perfectly
melted. Enjoy!
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November 3, 1993: The show
"The Nanny" premiered on CBS.
In 1993, the first season of the
hit television sitcom "The Nanny"
aired on national television. For six
years, Fran Drescher and Charles
Shaughnessy captured the hearts
of millions in the roles of Fran Fine,
the lovable nanny from Flushing,
Queens, and Maxwell Sheffield, the
successfulBroadway producer and
single father of three.
In the show's opening episode, Fran is fired from her job as
a consultant in her soon-to-be exfiancee's bridal shop. A sudden
twist of fate lands her on the Sheffield's doorstep, where she is hired
as the permanent, full time nanny
of Maggie, Brighton and Grade.
Throughout the show's six
successful seasons, Fran, formally
known as "Miss Fine" and Maxwell,
formally known as "Mr. Sheffield"
mask their true feelings for one
another by engaging in a cat and
mouse relationship that eventually
culminates in their marriage at the
end of the show's fifth season.
November 5, 1985: "Back to
the Future" character Marty McFly went back in time to 1955.
In one of the most memorable
scenes of the classic film "Back to
the Future" Marty McFly, played by
actor Michael J. Fox, is accidentally
sent back 30 years in time to the
year 1955.
The date on which he arrives
is Nov. 5, which also happens to

be the exact same day that his parents first met. After his arrival via
the DeLorean, Marty finds that because of his actions in the past, he
has inadvertently changed his family's future.
In order to ensure that his parents fall in the love as they are supposed to, Marty must work against
the clock to orchestrate their meeting before he is forced to return to
the future.
At the time of its release into
theaters, "Back to the Future" was a
box office success and has been revered by viewers as one of the best
films of the eighties.
November 6,1970: Aerosmith
played theirfirst ever live show in
Mendon, Mass.
Two years before signing
their first recording contract with
Columbia Records, the legendary
rock and roll band Aerosmith performed their first show at Regional
High School in Mendon, Massachusetts.
Three years later, the band,
with frontrunner Steven Tyler on
vocals, released their debut, selftitled album.
"Dream On," one of their
greatest hits to date, was released
as the first single off the album and
is recognized as the band's defining
song.
In 2004, it made Rolling Stone's
list of The 500 Greatest Songs of All
Time. In addition, back in 1999,
Walt Disney World created an attraction for its MGM Studios theme
park that centers on the band called
the Rock 'n' Roller Coaster, starring
Aerosmith.

WHAT'S HAPPENING: ON AND OFF-CAMPUS
Reel Women

Jane Doe No More Presentation

WVOF Event

Nov. 10 @ 3:00 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Nov. 10 @ 7 p.m. to 10 p.m

Nov. 10 @ 10 p.m. - 1 a.m.
IflaKWalal

Montre Missouri will discuss her work as a
fiction film director and scholar of film. She
will discuss her research on African religious
influences and themes in the films of Julie
Dash, Kasi Lemmons and Darnell Martin. She
will also talk about filming her own works
in Nigeria, England, Ireland and the United
States.

Donna Palomba, a victim of sexual abuse, comes to
Fairfield University to break the social stigmas attached to this horrific crime and help other victims
heal. Palomba will discuss her experience as a victim
and now survivor of sexual assault as well as how the
justice system dealt with her case.

The Miles Davis Experience

National Acrobats of The People's
Republic of China

Nov. 11 @ 8 p.m. ■

Fairfield University's radio station, WVOF, will be
DJing for the first time this Thursday at the Levee. Don't want to pay $20 for a ticket to the CT Six
Men's Basketball game on Nov. 11th at Mohegan Sun
Arena? Then make sure you head over to the Levee
for some great food, music, and the chance to win
free tickets to the Basketball game!

3rd Annual Bridgeport Art Trail
Nov. 10th-13th

Nov. 12 @ 3 p.m. & 7 p.m.
<§gfigk ©mfiaj 2a? <G© £$$&
Contemporary jazz trumpeter, Jason Palmer,
will lead the presentation of Miles' musical
progression in a linear chronology. It will exhibit the challenges and optimism in post-war
America and civil rights struggle highlighting
Miles' influence on the Jazz era. Tickets are
$40, S.v->. and $30.

The 3 p.m. show is a 60-minute matinee performance
with tickets priced at $30, $25, and $20. The 7 p.m.
performance will feature classical ballet, acrobatic
hand-to-hand balancing, spinning plates, modernized
tumbling displays based on ancient Chinese acrobatic
act from at least 2,000 years ago, and breathtaking bicycle skills. This two-hour performance offers tickets
at $40, $35, and $30.

This Veteran's Day Weekend, the 3rd annual
Bridgeport Art Trail will feature over 30 gallery receptions, open studios, and performances. You can
meet the artists, watch demos and performances,
and connect with the Bridgeport Arts Community.
Make sure to visit www.bridgeport-art-trail.org so
you can download the schedule of events, listings
and walking guide.
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His iPhone /Her BlackBerry
The Stag Shuttle Shuffle

Joe McConville
Fairfield's StagBus shuttle service is something

ing thing ever. I can't deal with change; I think

I was perfectly content with the bookstore in

Megan Forbes
wander the store for even longer than I usually

that is always under development with student

I'm starting to break out in hives. This seem-

the BCC. I actually really loved it. Whenever I get

do, just to wait for the bus some more? I don't

leaders and the administration. Due to this it will

ingly easy change is a grave injustice to those

a bad grade on a paper or test, I'd stroll through

even think it's completely necessary to have

forever be a totally great thing to complain about

of us who are math illiterate. Unless we all carry

the bookstore and buy myself a new sweatshirt

the shuttle stop at the new bookstore. If it was

and leave many people unhappy in the process.

around an abacus and a sextant no one will have

that I could cry into the sleeves of. It's even con-

possible for us to walk to Chef's Table from the

That being said, Fairfield has greatly improved

any way of knowing when the bus is coming. Al-

veniently placed right next to the ATM.

the StagBus since last year. Getting rid of those

ready I have missed a bus into town because the

Even though I love the location of the regular

Library bus stop, I think we're perfectly capable
to getting ourselves to the bookstore, which is

stupid tiny buses that only carried 10 people (6 of

schedule makes no sense. I am actually typing

bookstore, I wasn't even too bothered by the

which were Fairfield Prep students) was probably

this on my iPhone while waiting for the bus. This

fact that we were going to get to have another

the most revolutionary and helpful idea ever.

time I'm going to get the timing right.

one in town. I was happy that it would fill the

The bus now comes at... 2:15 p.m.? It was so

even CLOSER.
Now I need to remember obscure times.

void that Borders left. Being an English major

much easier to remember when it was every

see rolling all over campus. Everyone loves this

be to get rid of the little loop the bus has started

and all, I love being around books, and people

half hour. Come on Fairfield, you're going to

thing because it is basically a massive couch on

to do running down Reef Road. This little useless

that love them too. So right about now, you're

make me do even more work than I'm already

wheels. Whoever finally switched the bus sched-

turn was added for the stop for Fairfield's new

probably wondering what I'm going to com-

doing. What a wet-blanket. I've already missed

ule to also run to 10:30 p.m. should be given a

downtown bookstore. The new bookstore Fair-

plain about since that is what we are here to do.

the shuttle twice in a row because the new

medal. I can't stress enough how stupid it is that

field University opened in town is a great idea...

Yesterday, I received an email that really gave

the administration does not realize that college

and by great idea I mean it would be a great idea

me something to complain about. I opened up

This year, Fairfield added the red Stagbus you

I think a better way of running the bus would

times keep messing me up, plus the changing
of the clocks...too much time changing for one

students don't sleep and shutting down every-

if our campus was located in downtown Fairfield. an email that had the subject line filled with

thing at around 8 o'clock is not helping anyone. I

Buying a textbook is a huge hassle now. Some-

think I've already sold one of my kidneys to the

one needs to rework the bus and shave that extra they were adding a Trumbull Mall bus to the

Levee to pay for my late night steak-and-cheese

15 minutes off. Another idea that would benefit

Friday bus schedule or something. I obviously

a little easier, they let me down again. I was so
excited to find out that they extended the hours

addictions. Delicious steak and cheese...
For once I'm happy with a decision regarding

students is to make the bus run every hour and

had my expectations a little too high for the

to 10 p.m. on weeknights. Yeah, freshman, the

then add stops by Wholefoods. It'd be a little

Fairfield shuttle system. Plus, if they added an-

Stag Bus used to do its final run at 7 p.m which

the Stagbus. I figure my happiness can only be

more inconvenient but at least the school could

other shuttle to the mall on Fridays, I'd probably

meant there was no such thing as having a

short lived or I'd have nothing to write about in

make some use out of those extra minutes being

deplete myself of all of my funds anyway, so it's

normal dinner in town. I'm happy they fixed that

this column. Here I am sitting very happily on

added to the schedule.

probably better off for both parties.

mess. But now, 45 minutes?! I could be doing so

our high capacity, highly organized bus when
Fairfield has to go and be all la-la-la and mess

With this I shall leave you fellow stags, because

something like, "New StagBus Route." I thought

Anyway, the email stated that the shuttle will

weekend.
Just when the StagBus was making my life

many other things with those fifteen minutes

I have missed yet another bus and now I guess

now be running every forty-five minutes into

that are now being added to the route, like

up everything. Their new idea running the bus

I'll have to break out the sextant and abacus and

town, and that they now make their first run at

getting to class on time. Next time you're late to

every 45 minutes instead of the easy to under-

start charting the sun's position to find out when

11:15 a.m.The early start is fine, but seriously,

stand schedule of the bus leaving on every half

the next StagBus is coming. Safe travels.

every 45 minutes? You've gotta be kidding me.

class, just blame it on the shuttle system, maybe
they'll revert to their old, 30-minute ways.The

It's a hassle and a half now just to run into town
to pick up something from CVS. Now I need to

love I lost for the Stag Bus...
-Sent from my BlackBerry

-Sent from my iPhone

hour has caused everyone to get their panties in
a bunch. The new schedule is the most confus-

■
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Sports Shorts Special
Will Cooley Enjoy His Homecoming?

What To Watch For
Wednesday- No games
Thursday - No games

Eric Bernsen Says:

Friday- Men's basketball vs. Quinnipiac at Mohegan Sun
7:30 p.m.

The Stags will be hyped up as ever for their first home game. The emotion will be

Saturday -Cross country at NCAA Regionals

through the roof, which may lead to a tight first half. A large fan-base for the Stags

Sunday - Women's basketball vs. Pacific at 2 p.m.

will work wonders in this game which will feature top-notch intensity for both
Monday - Men's basketball vs. Providence at 7:30 p.m.
squads. However, the Stags will wear out the Friars with their depth in the second
Tuesday- No games

half and come out with a 75-69 victory.

BY THE NUMBERS

John Tessitore Says:

1000

Simple answer is no. Providence is having some off the court issues with key players
early on. The Friars are young, but very athletic. I think Fairfield has too much depth
and firepower, and the Friars will have no answer for Rakim Sanders. Fairfield sends
Cooley on a long bus ride back to Providence in a surprisingly dominating 73-56 win
for the Stags.

13

2

Haiiilani
Men's soccer has
not lost in 13 c
Pokipala reonsecutive and
corded her
captured the
1000th career
MAAC
dig in the Stags
Championship
victory over
this past Monday.
Marist

Two days until
Fairfield Stags
basketball starts
for the both the
Men's and
Women's teams!

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"Integrity, self-knowledge, courage, ambitious: those are the
words that come to my mind."

New Sports Blog

-said Men's Soccer Head Coach Carl Rees when trying to
define the character of the team after the squad won the MAAC
Tournament on Monday.

Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with
online-only coverage at sports.fairfieldmirror.com

L SPORTS
Because they like to
talk... Sports.

3x5

Your 2011 -2012 3x5 Columnists:
Eric Bernsen, Ivey Speight
and John Tessitore.

Reactions to the men's

Predictions regarding a

Patriots vs Jets, AFC East.

Former Coach Cooley

Class of 2013 birthday

soccer team winning the

night at Mohegan Sun for

showdown next Sunday.

come to Harbor Yard

shout-out. Who gets the

MAAC Championship?

the 3x5 crew?

Fire away.

next Monday.

honor this week?

Anticipated reaction?

g effort by the
Stags over the weekend.
Jack Burridge came
through with a legendary
rformance.

.< "'."

..

Afterr an elite 8-Section,
going all-out at Mohegan
with the barked crew.
SURP.

With the plague tha'it is
Albert Haynesworth being
released by the Pats, New
England refuses to lose
three straight and come
out with a W.

Huge
je ovation for Coc
Cooley.
Probably an even farger
loss for the Friars if the
students fill up Harbor
Yard.

Gotta give it up for Mr.
Avallone. He might not
have the eyes of a hawk,
but you won't find a better
intramural referee. A true
legend.

'
.

."-.
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Cooley might have
1^^ ^^K

IVEY SPEIGHT

The Mate and the rest

1 will dress up like James

The Pats defense

CONTRIBUTING

of the Comeback lads

Bond, gamble all night,
probably lose my dignity

better Wiki Wiki and get

WRITER

sprinted home but he's
coming back to "Our

strike again!! Rees' Pieces
will take over the NCAA

and try to get LITEE with

House" and we're not
going to just win. We're

Tourney!

a cocktail waitress.

going to Win Big

better!

Ciaq. Felice Cumpleanos
(that might be Italian). We
learned all the Italiao with
Bobby-0

•

JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EOICR

So much Swag, kids
have the whole world
on the field coming
together to get a championship! Hottest team
in the nation going into
the NCAA tourney!

The only other time I
played roulette, it was
on my 21 st birthday in
Prague.Jt didn't go to well
huhuhu PWND.

Patriots most overrated
team in football,-Jets most
underrated team in football. Gang Green wins by
35. BRADY PWNNNNND!

Stags are the better team,
coach Johnson's first
statement game, beating
PC by 10. Cooley gets a
well-deserved ovation,
for his incredible run at
Fairfield.

BUONGIORNOITuparlt
italiano! BOBBY A! Happy
Birthday young legend,
keep livin the dream kid.
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jkipala Says 'Aloha' to the Record Books
The Senior has Entered the 1000 Dig Club
Now she is still getting accustomed to some East
Coast
customs. Pokipala has now been in ConCONTRIBUTING WRITER
necticut for around four years and is still learning
from the region that can even feature a late October
The Fairfield University women's volleyball 1,000
snowstorm.
digs club can wave "Aloha" to their
"I remember freshmen year I
newest member Haililani Pokididn't really leave my dorm room
pala. The senior became the 11th
because it was cold... It's not even
Stag all-time and 2nd this season
hat cold to me anymore - I'm
(joining junior Kara Reis) to reach
sed to it," she said.
the milestone.
The weather isn't the only
"I'm happy I got 1,000 digs
hing that she has become expeat home where the fans are and
rienced in. Playing four years at
I'm really stoked right now," said
he collegiate level has allowed
Pokipala.
her to improve in every aspect of
It came down to the last point
her game.
of her final game.at home, but she
"This year she really earned
was able to dig it out in front of the
her
spot,"
said fourth year head
Fairfield fans.
coach
Alijia
Pittenger. "She really
"The coaches were like 'you
earned it. It wasn't anything that
got to get this dig'... and I just
as handed to her so she destuck my body out and got it, so
serves all of it."
I'm really excited," she said.
Now her journey to 1,000
She may call Alumni Hall
[digs is done or"Pau,"as Stephaher home for the eight months of
e Cruz and the rest of the team
the school year, but she recorded
ould say. But her goal is not.
the milestone 4,943 miles from
he Stags will be the two seed in
her actual homeland. Pokipala
he MAAC tournament that beis a long-time resident of Honogins on November 19th and they
lulu, Hawaii (or a Kama'aina as
will strive to win their first conferthey would refer to her as on the
ence championship since 2001.
island).
Carsen Mata and the rest of
It's a culture that she fully emAmanda McKelvey/The Mirror .> -.
,
,
.
■
the Stags know how important
braces as she is frequently fashMarist last week
..
.
.
Ar, .
,
... a
„„ „
Senior Haililani Pokipola striking the ball. The senior reached the 1000 dig mark in the Stags win against
3
the leadership and improved
loning a whiteflower ora Pua
play of Pokipala is in regard to their championship
j Mountains of Colorado, they have embraced the
as the Hawaiians might call it. She is one of only
aspirations.
two players on the team from the island joining the
■ new teachings of the island filled with mystique. "They want to know everything about Hawaii,"
"She's a really good role model to look at when
"Malihini"or newcomerCarsen Mata. Thefactthat i
your under pressure and when your in a bad situathey have the same cultural background has formed j .' said.Pokipala."There's a Hawaii club on campus that
tion or losing when you're down," Mata said. "Haili is
the whole team is [a part] of. They love to eat Hawaia bond between the two.
always up. We're really going to miss that presence
"She's like a big sister to me. I'm going to miss
ian food, listen to Hawaiian music...they just love
on the team because she did a great job with that."
Hawaii."
her so much,"the freshmen Mata said. "When I feel
homesick I can go to her and I feel at home."
BY IVEY SPEIGHT

The two have tried to be teachers (or Kumu) to
the team when it comes to implementing the Hawai
ian culture. And for the Stags whose hometowns
range from a few miles away in Milford to the Rocky

Stags Edged by Marist, Reflect on Successful Year
game. The game remained in a deadlock until finally it
was forced into penalty kicks, where the Stags fell to the
Red Foxed 3-2.
The game marked the last time the senior class
would be on the field for Fairfield. The senior class consists of: Brianna Miller, Spenser Allaway, Jasmin Corniel,
Alanna Locast, Kelly Boudreau, and Jackie Taylor.
During their freshman year, the senior class won the
MAAC Championship and advanced to the first game of
the NCAA tournament.
Coach O'Brien sees that losing the experience is
going to be a big loss, but "we do have some young talent
who are on the roster that are going to compete for those
positions that are going to vacate."
It is with the inspiration of this senior class that the
Stags got as far as they did this season.
In arguably the best game of the season against
Rider, on senior day, "the girls rallied around their senior
class and put forth a great effort when a win was necessary for us to be in the hunt for the MAAC tournament,"
explains Coach O'Brien.
While everyone had all hoped the Stags would go
further in the. tournament, the outcome can still be
seen as a building block for years to come. One of these
Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror benefits would be that the younger players now have
experience in high-pressure games such as the MAAC
Senior midfielder Spenser AllaWay controls the ball. The Stags narrowly lost to Marist in penalty kicks in the MAAC Tournament this past week
tournament.' '•-'■• ■
But Coach O'Brien still sees that the team still has
The Stags went into the MAAC Championship TourBY JENNIFER.CALHOUN
much to work on in the off-season.
nament seeded 4th and drew their first game against 1 st
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
"We're going to continue to work really, really hard on
seeded Marist. The game would prove to be a challenge.
our attack," he says. "We have quite a few younger players
The contest started out well for the Stags. 66 seconds
Team.
•
who we'll be working very hard with to grow and develop
into the contest, sophomore Carly Beyar gave Fairfield the
The one word Coach Jim O'Brien of the Fairfield
as attack and offensive minded players."
1-0 advantage.
women's soccer team sees as the most important word to
, The end of the season always brings about a mixture
"Carly has done a very, very nice job in transition
describe the 2011 season.
of emotions. There's sadness that such a strong senior
from defense to offense," said Coach O'Brien. "We felt
Every accomplishment, goal, shutout, and win is all
class has played their last games as Stags.
early in the season that due to our difficulty scoring, we
owed back to the team as a whole.
And yet there's still a nervous anticipation, waiting to
thought she would be a good person to move up."
Unfortunately though, while you win together you
see
what
nexfyear will bring about.
The
Stags
held
onto
the
lead
until
10:25
remained
also have to battle through tough losses together; which is
,
1sef<Jr#ttte*hTBlf
vfrHen^ratfsWV&riada"Epstein
leveled-the--•
'■"Wwwly what *«eaT«"ha«l tv*!vtiitep9sr?rKiaF '*r*-* * *'
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Stags Slam Bridgeport
Fairfield Looks Forward to Regular Season Action

Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror
Sophomore Keith Matthews extends for a dunk in the Stags 97-70 win against the Bridgeport Purple Knights. Fairfield will take on Quinnipiac this Friday at Mohegan Sun in the team's first official game.
BY ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

Exhibition game or not, the Fairfield Men's Basketball
team pulled together during halftime and came out with
a commanding 97-70 win against the Bridgeport Purple
Knights last week.
Both the Stags and Purple Knights were a little rusty
in the first half as Fairfield shot 15-33 from the field, while
the Purple Knights were 10-24 from the floor.
However, the action picked up in the second half with
Fairfield shooting 62% from the field and firing on all cylinders. The unit gelled together nicely as the Stags had 25 total
assists in the game compared to 5 by the Purple Knights.
Rakim Sanders was a standout for the Stags with his
team-leading 18 points as well as 7 rebounds. Although
the BC transfer stood out as a man among boys in his 26
minutes on the floor, he was quick to credit his performance to his teammates.
"Our chemistry off the court helps us on the court. I
was a little nervous [with] this being my first game, but I
was happy with how we played," said Sanders.
With this being Coach Johnson's first official game at the
helm for Fairfield, he was pleased by the effort of his team.
"We played very hard and were very solid offensively.
Wee realize we are going to face good competition at all
,>XV**»ViNeb.2tad this w2fc.a»good first s.tepforus,"said Jo'hnsor)!

With Bridgeport senior guard Dante Mentor going
scoreless in the contest, Fairfield also had a solid game
on the defensive side of the ball. The Stags recorded eight
total steals along with six blocks. Senior center Ryan
Olander only played eight minutes due to foul trouble, but
he was happy as the rest of his teammates just to be out on
the court against real competition.
"It was good to see a team with different uniform. We've
practiced against each other over and over, and now we're
excited to get out there and start competing," said Olander.
Although the Stags had many players coming off the
bench who made an impact, one of Fairfield's underclassman particularly stood out.
Sophomore Keith Matthews was a great contributor
with his 20 points and 9 rebounds coming off the bench.
Coach Johnson reiterated the team first concept in regard
to Matthew's performance.
"I was happy to see Keith do well. Guys were sharing
the ball well and he took advantage of his opportunities,"
said Johnson.
The depth of the Stags roster was showcased against
Bridgeport as four Fairfield players had double-digit
points. Junior guard Derek Needham put up 10 points,
seven assists, and just one turnover, demonstrating how
the multitude of offensive weapons the Stags have will be
instrumental to his game.
"The depth .of the team takes a whole lot of pressure. .

off of me and I am definitely happy about it as we look
toward the future," said Needham.
And the future is coming up rapidly as Fairfield plays
in its first regular season game this Friday against Quinnipiac University at the arena in Mohegan Sun.
Coach Johnson represented Fairfield at the Connecticut Six Basketball Classic Breakfast in Hartford, CTon
Tuesday and offered praise to Quinnipiac, commenting on
how they are a tough team to open against.
"Our team has a lot of good players, but starting off
against Quinnipiac won't be easy as they've been a solid
team in their conference. But we are excited to get underway," said Johnson.
Along with Fairfield and Quinnipiac, the other
schools participating in the Classic are Yale, Sacred Heart,
and Central Connecticut State. Coach Tom Moore of
Quinnipiac has a young team and is certainly aware of the
challenge that Johnson and the Stags pose to his team.
"Coach Johnson will be a fine representative of Fairfield University. It will be tough to keep up with their guys
on Friday, but we are ready for the challenge," said Moore.
The feelings seem to be mutual as the Fairfield
Stags prepare to kick off this highly anticipated season. The journey starts at Mohegan Sun. Where it will
end?
Only time will tell.
•.' ■ -•
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in Position For a Historic Season
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Great Expectations
The Stags Have All the Right Pieces, Both Old and New, in Place For
a Potentially Groundbreaking Season for Fairfield Basketballl

Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror

The men's basketball team huddles up before their exhibition game against the University of Bridgeport. Bottom: Preseason first team All-MAAC member Derek Needham prepares to dish the ball to a teammate
BY ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

in a row and was named the 24th ranked point guard in the

these major programs will be crucial and will give the team

country according to a CBS Sports article.

confidence going into its MAAC schedule.

Senior Ryan Olander will also be a key contributor in

Offensively, Needham now has the help of two transfers

Hype.

Coach Johnson's system with his long-range shot ability, im-

in Wade and Rakim Sanders (BC).The athletically-gifted

The preseason is filled with rankings and analysis from

proved post-up game, as well as being a defensive force around

Sanders was named as a top 10 transfer in country accord-

the basket.

ing to a CBS Sports article, while Wade is a crafty point guard

the media who are trying to figure out which teams will be
the next'Cinderella'come March.

who excels at distributing the ball.

The Fairfield Stags have already gained some national

The backcourt of the Stags is stacked with weapons

attention this year by being recognized as a top-tier team

including the lighting-quick Colin Nickerson, three-point

in the MAAC Conference. Although the lona Gaels are

specialist and strong-willed Sean Crawford, as well as Jamel

the Preseason MAAC favorite, the Stags have four starters

Fields who plays with intense passion and is hard to stop

back, two big-time transfers, and a well-respected new

when attacking the basket.

head coach.Coach Sydney Johnson, formerly of Princeton,

While Olander will be the focal point down low,

is primed to make his mark on the Fairfield men's basket-

sophomore Maurice Barrow and freshman Adam Jones

ball program and take the team to the next level.

also provide a strong physical presence for the Stags. Bar-

Fairfield is coming off back-to-back 20 win seasons and

row was a key player coming down the stretch for the Stags
last season while Jones should be a solid low-post player

earned a berth to the National Invitation Tournament (NIT)
in 2010-2011. With the Stags first regular season game coming
up on Friday against Quinnipiac, Johnson is pleased with the

for the squad.
A College Insider report put Fairfield in its Mid-Major top

effort his team has put forth in the off-season.

25 rankings. Multiple publications have labeled the Stags as a

"This group has worked very hard in preparation for
this year. The trip to Italy definitely helped with our team

'sleeper'team to watch over the course of the season.

chemistry and it was a good opportunity for us to learn

to the Stags to live up to their potential on the court and the

more-about each other on and off the court," said Johnson.
According to Derek Needham, one of the team's captains

team, according to Coach Johnson, is eager to do so.

and a vocal leader on the court, the transition from former

game, but the guys are definitely excited to get the season
going and start off on the right foot," said Johnson.

But in the end, none of these predictions matter. It is up

"We've had a couple scrimmages and an exhibition

Coach Cooley to Coach Johnson has been easy to deal with.
"Physically, we're coming from a 6'5 big guy with a

The pieces of the puzzle have been put together. A

deep voice that's more aggressive to a skinny guy who's

defense that was already ranked second in the nation last

more soft-spoken. But they are both great guys who have

season is not losing a step, while the offense gains a boost

similar coaching styles. Coach (Johnson) has a high bas-

with Sanders and Wade joining this energized group. Nev-

ketball IQ and we're ready to get out there and run," said
Needham.
New junior guard Desmond Wade echoed the same
sentiments as Needham regarding the coaching change.

ertheless, the unit will have to continuously improve over
the course of the season while trying to avoid the same fate
Aisha Fauikner^rhe Mirror as last year in the MAAC Tournament.
Derek Needham prepares to make a pass against the Purple Knights
"Hitting free throws and staying mentally focused

"There was an adjustment period at first, but we are

are two things we lacked last year and we'll need both of

definitely comfortable in the system that the coaches have
introduced,"said Wade.

The depth the Stags have on both sides of the ball will
be essential with Fairfield having such a challenging non-

However, the past is the past and this season marks a
new era in Stags history. The core of the team is returning

conference schedule. The Stags face high-caliber teams

But now the time for talking is over. Executing on the
court is all that matters in order for the Stags to achieve their

such as Providence, University of Minnesota, Arizona State,

championship goals and, ultimately, make this season the

with Needham, who has led the Stags in scoring two years

Drexel, Old Dominion and UCONN. Victories against any of

best Fairfield hoops has ever seen.

those to get to where we want to be," said Needham.

Sports
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They're Finally Here
New Transfers Rakim Sanders and Desmond Wade Ready to Make
Immediate Impact

Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror
Above: Forward Rakim Sanders looking for a teammate in the Stags exhibiton contest against Bridgeport. Bottom Right: Point guard Desmond Wade handling the ball against the Purple Knights.

BY ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

Sitting out a season is not easy for players who thrive off

us get better so we are ready to deliver when it counts," said
Sanders.

Major Conference Experience

pionship," said Wade.

Both Sanders and Wade agreed that the big-game

for this Stags team. Sanders and Wade should pose match-

And a MAAC championship is the ultimate aspiration

the competitive nature of college basketball.
For the 2011 -2012 campaign, the Stags have two high-

everything started clicking,"said Sanders, who scored 20
points in three out of the four games they played overseas.
"We know what to expect in order for us to win a cham-

profile transfers from major programs and they are hungry

experience they bring to the table should be a benefit to

up problems for many of Fairfield's opponents who are not

to take the MAAC by storm.

their teammates. Sanders played in the ACC with the likes

yet familiar with their style of play.

of Duke and North Carolina, while Wade has competed and

New Faces

performed well in the Conference USA Tournament.

Rakim Sanders was an important contributor for Boston

"I think playing in a bigger conference and having our
experience will have us better prepared and will be a help to

College ever since his freshman year, posting over 1000

our teammates," said Wade.

Bottom Line
Sanders is a potential pro-prospect who is a weapon
from anywhere on the court. The 5'8 Wade is not a player you
can afford to lose track of with his ability to drive the lane, as

points as an Eagle throughout his collegiate career. Original-

"Especially with the younger guys our experience will

ly recruited by former coach Ed Cooley because of their past

help them. Play your game and play hard, that is the key,"

well as dish off the ball before his defender realizes it.

BC connections, Sanders has had a year of rest and is now
ready to be a dominant force in the MAAC conference. An

replied Sanders.
After the teams' successful summer trip to Italy, Sanders

Fairfield needs to make the next step...a NCCATournament

athletic 6'5 senior forward that has no glaring weaknesses in

and Wade were able to get a glimpse of how they will work

his game, Sanders as a co-captain will bring mental tough-

together as a unit this upcoming season.
"It was a good jumpstart to the season. We got a feel

ness and experience to the Stags roster.
Point guard Desmond Wade brings a whole other
dynamic to this Fairfield squad. The former Houston point
guard is a savvy ball handler and passer and he is only the
third player in Houston history to record back-to-back 100
assist seasons. Wade's presence.should also take some pressure off Preseason All-MAAC guard Derek Needham as the
Stags will have a great amount of depth in their backcourt.

Coach's Testament
Coach Sydney Johnson is impressed with the efforts of
Sanders and Wade over the course of the preseason and how
they have connected with the rest of the team.
"Sitting out a year is tough, they leaned on each other
and there is an obvious friendship there," said Johnson. Last
years group knew they were two major parts to this program
and now it's a great situation in the sense they can help get
this team to where we want to go."
Former Coach Cooley, who has a close personal relationship with Sanders, also acknowledged how much Rakim
has grown and his through-the-roof potential as a Stag.
"I'm very proud of Rakim's development and the young
man he has become. On the court, he is certainly in a situation where he can succeed this year," said Cooley.
Although Rakim may have previously expected to be
playing for coach Cooley, the well-seasoned leader is looking forward and is ready to move on in order to accomplish
the goals the team has set out for.
"The coaching change was a little tough at first, but
everything happens for a reason. These coacr\es,are helping

for each other on and off the court and there is a good vibe,

Put the two together, and perhaps they are the pieces
appearance.
"Regular season championship. MAAC Championship.
A couple wins in the NCAA Tournament and who knows
how far we can go," said Wade.
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Sky is the Limit
Center Ryan Olander Ready to Take His Game to the Next Level

Above: Aisha Faulkner/Tfje Mirror Bottom Left: Mirror File Photo
Above: Coach Sydney Johnson pointing out some advice for senior center Ryan Olander during the Stags exhibition game. Bottom Left: Olander talking a walk around the Fairfield University campus

"I definitely got

definitive learning experience.

a little bit bigger, a lot
more skill, I spent a
lot of time working
on my shooting, my

"It's not really fuel in the fire, it's more like a learning
situation that you gotta come ready to play every game,"
said Olander. "We have to come ready to play from the start
everyday, we can't have that lag in the beginning anymore."

dribbling. It's the same
Ryan, the same per-

One. Fairfiefd opens up pFSy this Friday at the Connecticut 6

sonality, just a bigger

tournament against Quinliipiac.

Olander and the Stags will be challenged from Day

and better version,"

The Stags then embark on a brutally daunting out-of-.

said Olander.

conference schedule thatJncludes Big 10 foe Minnesota,

Expectations have
never been higher for

Old Dominion, Drexel, Providence, Arizona State in the Old

Olander and the Stags.

UCONN, who Olander's brother,Tyler, plays for.

Spice Classic, and of course, defending national champion,

After being named to

"I think it will help us prepare for the MAAC," said

the All-MAAC second

Olander. "The MAAC is going to be a very tough league this

team in 2010-2011,

year. Playing tough teams out of conference is always good,

Olander was tabbed as

pick up some good wins that would definitely help our situ-

a pre-season first team

ation moving forward towards March."

All-MAAC player, and
was named the 5th
best 7-footer in col-

68 percent of their scoring from las): year, including first

lege basketball by the

team all MAAC player Derek Needham. With the addi-

Bleacher report.

tions of Boston College super transfer Rakim Sanders,

"He's the epitome
of a student-athlete,
-someone who I'd want
BY JOHN TESSITORE

my daughter to bring home," said former Stags and current

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Providence head coach Ed Cooley.'Tve been a great fan of
his since the beginning and I'm proud of his improvement

Take a walk around campus, you can't miss him.
If you're an opposing player trying to get to the tin on

over the years."
With the exit of Cooley and the arrival of Head Coach

Fairfield's defense, you can only hope to avoid him. Ryan

Sydney Johnson, Olander's role on the offensive end is go-

Olander, the 7 foot tall senior center for the Stags, is one of

ing to be even more vital.

the most prolific game changers in the MAAC.

The Stags were tabbedas the preseason number #2
in the MAAC conference behind lona. Fairfield returns

Johnson, who comes over after five years with his alma

and Houston transfer Desmond Wade, Fairfield has a
legitimate opportunity to end the decade long drought
and return t.o the NCAA tournament time for the first
time since 1997.
"We want to get there badly," said Olander. "I know
we've worked very hard this summer, I see how everyone
has put in their work, theie blood andguts,'their heart into
it."
At the "Friends of Fairfield" basketball banquet, Coach
Johnson announced that Olander, along with Derek Needham and Rakim Sanders as the three captains for the 2011 2012 season.

"This needs to be his team," said head coach Sydney
Johnson. "He cannot be an innocent bystander as we try to

style offense. This is a style in which much of the offense

win a championship in his senior year." Johnson added.

and movement revolves around the big man, who needs to

presence as we go through practices and games," said

have the ability to step out onto the perimeter and knock

Coach Johnson. "He exemplifies everything that is great

down a three, or make a big pass.

about Fairfield. When he walks into that gym he's there to

When Ryan stepped foot on the Fairfield University
campus in the fall of 2008, Fairfield was relatively unknown
in the college basketball circuit.The Stags were coming off

mater Princeton, brings with him a modified Princeton-

"[The Princeton offense] is going to help me a lot, I talk-

"Ryan's voice has to be loud, consistent, and a huge

compete. There is no one on our team who is outworking

of a 14-16 season, and had not been to a conference cham-

ed with Coach, he definitely has confidence with my ability

him, and we have a very hard working group," Johnson

pionship game since 2003.

to shoot the ball and to be a perimeter player when I have to

added.

be."said Olander. "I worked a lot on my ball handling, get-

"One of my goals coming in when I was picking a
program, was to leave the program in a better place than I

ting more comfortable up there, and just being able to be a

With the Stags season opener just two days away, there
is something relatively new to Fairfield. When walking

found it," said Olander.

threat inside and outside, just to help this offense out."

around campus, one can sense a buzz and feel the hype

Since his arrival the Stags have gone 65-34, appeared in

Fairfield's offense was a bit stagnant at times last sea-

surrounding a basketball team with a seemingly limitless

one MAAC championship game, and won the 2010 MAAC

son. Although their defense held opponents to the second

potential, a lot of that potential rests on the big shoulders of

conference regular season title for the first time since 1985.

best rate in the NCAA at 58.2 ppg, the offense only put up

Ryan Olander.

Last season, Olander exploded onto the MAAC scene,
raking up 10.6 points per game, and leading the team with

65.2 ppg.
In the Stags MAAC semi-final loss against Saint Peter's,

"I want to be rerjiemogred as the one that got to the
NCAA tournament^satd'Olander. "This year can be that

6.7 rebounds per contest. In his previous two seasons with

Fairfield only scored 48 points. In that contest Olander had

final step getting over the hump and making the tourna-

the Stags, Olander only put up 4.7 ppg, and 3.4 rpg.

five blocks, but a mere four points. Olander called that loss a

ment."
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A Glance at the MAAC

JOHN TESSITORE
SPORTS EDITORS

Iona College Gaels (22-11 overall, 11-5 in MAAC last season): The Gaels, who finished as
the runner-up in last year's MAAC title game, hold the number one ranking in the conference
according to preseason coaches polls and are expected to be the Stags' main challeneger to the
MAAC crown. Senior forward Mike Glover was named the 2011-2012 MAAC Preseason Player
of the Year, while the Gaels also have an explosive backcourt with standout senior point guard
Scott Machado, Arizona transfer Lamont "MoMo" Jones, and the athletic Rashad James.
Bold Prediction: The Gaels lose in the MAAC championship, but gain a NCAA at-large bid.
Loyola University Greyhounds (15-15 overall, 10-8 in MAAC last season): The Greyhounds
have two solid forwards as both Shane Walker and Erik Etherly earned Preseason All-MAAC
Second Team honors. Loyola is another potential sleeper in the MAAC, as analysts have pegged
Fairfield and Iona as the favorites. Xavier transfer Jordan Latham is eligible this season for the
Greyhounds and he should be a big contributor for coach Patsos.
Bold Prediction: Greyhounds get upset in their first MAAC Tournament game.
Rider University Broncos (23-11 overall, 13-5 in MAAC last season): The Broncos have
strong experience going into this season. As long as senior forward Novar Gadson isn't hampered by injuries, he should be one of the better players in the conference. Virginia transfer Jeff
Jones is an x-factor for the squad with his big-game experience. Coach Dempsey's team could be
a dark-horse going into the MAAC Tournament in March.
Bold Prediction: The Broncos shock Drexel at home, Gadson goes off for 30 points.

SAWTPETERS

St. Peter's College Peacocks (20-15 overall, 11-7 in MAAC last season): Coach Dunne and
his team represented the MAAC in the NCAA Tournament with their upset of the Stags in last
year's conference semifinal game. The Peacocks don't have the same experience as last year's
team, but they should have a similar strong defensive makeup. Junior forward Darius Conley will
look to help the team repeat as conference champions.
Bold Prediction: The Peacocks win at Seton Hall on November 26th.

Siena College Saints (13-18 overall, 8-10 in MAAC last season): Coach Mitch Buonaguro's
Saints return three starters from last year's squad and are led by junior forward O.D. Anosike.
Look for Siena to play an up-tempo and quick style of play. If sophomore point guard Rakeem
Brookins can stay healthy, Siena could be a dangerous team come conference tournament time.
Bold Prediction: O.D. Anosike will lead the MAAC in rebounding.

Niagara University Eagles(9-23 overall, 5-13 in MAAC last season): The Purple Eagles showcase a team full of youth this upcoming season, there is a realistic possibility of five first year
players being on the floor at the same time. Niagara will rely on sophomore Marvin Jordan and
redshirt freshman Antoine Mason to lead this young Purple Eagle team. It may take time for the
Purple Eagles to develop chemistry, but strong potential is there.
Bold Prediction: Redshirt freshman Antoine Mason will be third in the league in scoring.
Manhattan College Jaspers (6-25 overall, 3-15 in MAAC last season): The Jaspers are led by
junior George Beamon, who earned preseason All-MAAC Second team honors. He was third in
scoring in the MAAC last season and alongside Rhamel Brown and Kidani Brutus, Manhattan
and first-year coach Steve Masiello could surprise some folks this year.
Bold Prediction: George Beamon and the Jaspers finish fifth in the MAAC under first-year
coach Steve Masiello.
Canisius College Griffins (15-15 overall, 9-9 in MAAC last season): Canisius lost a ton of
experience from last year's squad, but they do welcome back leading scorer and preseason AllMAAC Second team member Gaby Belardo. It should be a rebuilding year for the team, but
coach Tom Perotta will have his new group motivated despite their preseason MAAC ranking.
Bold Prediction: The Griffs will get swept by their Buffalo rival Niagara.

(jmm?

Marist College Red Foxes (6-27,3-15 in MAAC last season): After a second 20-loss season,
Marist knows things can only get better. The Red Foxes have added some size to their roster and
they hope this immediately improves their defense and rebounding. With just three upperclassmen on scholarship, Marist will rely on their newcomers.
Bold Prediction: Freshman Isiah Morton will win MAAC Rookie of the Year.
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The Experts Have Spoken
The Mirror Sits Down With Jon Rothstein of CBS Sports
and Bob Heussler, The Voice of the Stags

Contributed Photo

Jon Rothstein, CBS Sports

BY JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In preparation for the start
of the Stags regular season, The
Mirror was able to attend the
NYC Basketball Reception at
the New York Athletic club in
New York City.
The event was open to fans
who showed their support for
the Fairfield basketball program. Along with the coaches
of the Men's and Women's
teams, Jon Rothstein of CBS
Sports made an appearance as
a special guest.
Along with being a College Basketball Insider for CBS,
Rothstein has also contributed for the MSG Network.
Rothstein has been a studio
analyst for March Madness on
Demand and he specializes in
mid-major programs such as
Fairfield.
The Mirror was able to
have a discussion with Rothstein about the Stags and the
MAAC Conference whenpreviewing this season.
Q: What are your
thoughts about this Fairfield
team and the respect they
have been getting on the national scene?
A: I think one thing that
you need to look at is that midmajor basketball has a different complexion than it did
maybe four or five years ago.

What the Colonial league
did last year is they proved
that if you have a lot of quality
teams, your league can be a
multi-league bid league, which
I think works in Fairfield's
favor really because there has
been a buzz surrounding the
conference throughout the
enitre offseason.
So one of the things we
can look at is the MAAC's
potential to be a multi-bid
league, but I don't think that is
directly related to lona. Rider
has been a perennial, really
strong team in the MAAC.
Fairfield obviously has
been a perennial team too,
and I know they and lona are
the favorites, but I think there
is a chance that this can be a
multi-bid league.
Q: Who would you say
is the favorite in the MAAC
conference?
A: I would have to pick
betweeen lona and Fairfield
because the styles contrast so
much, lona has the ability to
lead the nation in scoring, they
are that explosive. Fairfield is
more methodical, they have
the ability to drag you into a
slowgame.
That's f ney's style, we
saw it at Princeton and we saw
it at Georgetown, but each
team can do a variety of things
really well.
You can make the case
that lona has no way to match
up with Ryan Olander, but you
could also make the case that
Fairfield has no way to keep up
with lona's speed, so I think
everybody is really excited to
watch these two teams play
when this season.
Q: Is there a possibility
that both Fairfield and lona
can crack the top 25 over the
course of this season?
A: Top 25 would require
marquee wins, it would require lona to beat a Marshall,
beat Purdue in Puerto Rico, to
beat a St Joe's.
Momentum can do that
but I think it's a little too tough

to prognosticate that because
we don't know whats going
to happen with the rest of the
country.
Q: What do you think
the impact of highly touted
transfers Rakim Sanders and
Desmond Wade will have on
the Stags?
A: Well, the one thing that
Desmond does is he allows
you to move Derek Needham
off the ball, and that really
suits Needham's strengths
because he is a scoring point
guard. If you're going to have
a scoring PG you might as well
put him in the best possible
position.
As far as Rakim goes, you
are taking a player that was
not really just a rotation player
in the ACC, he was somebody
who was a regular double
figure scorer, and you put him
into a lower level confrence.
There are going to be a lot
of games this year where you
see him play and he looks like
a man amongst boys.
Now I also want to point
out that Sean Crawford can
make big moves off the bench,
because he is similar to Wade.
He is another player that
you can play on the point
while you can keep Derek
Needham off the ball, and
Sean is an underrated shooter
too.
You're going to see him
take some pressure off the low
post players like an Olander
and Sanders. That's an underrated edition that they get back
because of his injuries last
season.
Q: Who do you think is
the best player in the MAAC?
A: Michael Glover is the
best player in the MAAC.
A couple of times last year
it looked like he was playing
ping pong on the backboard by
himself.

be the breakthrough year,
and having people like him
paying attention to the program is a great thing.
The buzz surrounding
the program... that affects
everybody, it filters down to
the players, it filters down
to the coaches, and the
expectations are high when
you have people like Rothstein here and the crowd
we have in New York [at this
event].
When you are expecting great things, that works
Contributed Photo across the the board and
there Is a response that I
Bob Heussler, Voice of the Stags
think is real positive as a
BY JOHN TESSITORE
. result.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

While The Mirror was in
attendence at the Friends of
Fairfield Basketball Reception
in New York City, Bob Heussler was available to discuss
the upcoming season.
Heussler is the radio
play-by-play man for the
Fairfield Stags.
Q: What are your overall
thoughts on the team this year,
as well as the national hype
that the Stags are getting?
A: I think the fact that Jon
Rothstein takes time out of
his schedule to not only be
here with us on a night like
this, but also takes the time
to get to a Fairfield practice
in August [and he's going to
be at an upcoming Fairfield
practice] says something.
He speaks with Sydney
Johnson regularly, and I think
he's reflective of what is a
national college basketball
media that recognizes that
one of the better mid major
programs, maybe a secret to
some people right now, but
not for long, is Fairfield.
As I have said in my own
remarks earlier, this is a program that has won 48 games
in the last two years - that's a
lot of games, yet everyone is
waiting for the breakthrough.
I think a lot of people,
John Rothstein included,
have a sense that this can

Q: Personal expectations
for the Stags this season?
A: I have to qualify it
because I am the eternal optimist. So even [for] years, as
a matter of disclosure, when
Fairfield probably didn't size
up that well on paper, I'm one
of those types that can figure
out a way, if this happens
and this happens... this year
I don't have to do any of that.
Forget that they have a guy
[Sanders] who was an impact
player in the ACC.
Forget that they have a
point guard [Wade] who was
an impact player in the NCAA
tournament for a Houston
program that did a great job
that postseason... forget all
that.
This group is ready to
take the next step.
Certainly nothing is
more disapointing than what
happened last year against
St. Peter's, that's why in my
earlier remarks I used the
word 'process.'
It's a cliche and I don't
like cliches, but I think it fits.
I think they have now reached
the point where they have
been through the process,
and the talent is certainly
there and now you added the
pieces I just mentioned.
I have never been more
optimistic for a Farfield season than I am this year.

National Media Coverage for the Fairfield Stags
"Junior Guard Derek Needham was named the 2nd most under the radar player in the nation." -CBS Sports

"Stags ranked as the 58th best team in America." -College Sports Madness
"Stags ranked 43rd in America."-Hoops Report

"Fairfield is a potential Mind Major Final 4 sleeper team." -Thayer Evans of Fox Sports

"Sydney Johnson one of the top 16 Mid Major
coaches in college hoops."-Yahoo Sports

"The Stags were pre-ranked 17th in the Mid-Maj—orTop 25 rankings."
"Senior Rakim Sanders is the 10th best transfer in the nation."-Jeff Goodman of CBS Sports
"Derek Needham is the 24th best PG in the
country."-Matt Norlander of CBS Sports

"Rakim Sanders is a top 16 impact transfer, the only transfer named
from a Mid Major Conference on the list."-Doug Gottlieb of ESPN
"There stands the possibility, realistic, reach-out-and-touchit possibility, this could be the greatest year in the
history of Fairfield basketball."-Matt Norlander of CBS Sports

"Ryan Olander named the 5th best 7 footer in America."-Bleacher Report
I _ » ; J*^ rl
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Projected Starting Fives for Your Fairfield Stags
BY ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

Desmond Wade
RS-Junior Guard
5'8"
Desmond Wade comes to Fairfield from Houston as he sat out last season because of NCAA
transfer rules. Wade dished off 167 assists in 35
games in 2009-2010, averaging 4.8 assists per
game. Wade will be the primary ball-handler
and he also excels on the defensive side of the
court.

Felicia DaCruz
Freshman Guard
•57"
Felicia DaCruz joins the Stags
backcourt and the Stags will utilize her skills as multi-dimensional. A team captain for her high
school team, DaCruz finished her
career at Albertus Magnus with
970 total points.

Impressive Stat: Wade registered 19 assists
against one turnover in four Conference USA
Tournament games and led Houston to a championship as a number seven seed.

Impressive Stat: DaCruz earned
four varsity letters at Albertus
Magnus high school.
Desiree Pina
Senior Guard

Derek Needham
Junior Guard
5'11"
Needham became the first Fairfield student-athlete since Joe DeSantis to lead the team in scoring as a freshman and a sophomore. Needham
averaged 14.1 ppg in 2010-2011 and is a member
of the first All-MAAC Preseason team. The guard
became the latest member of the 1000-point
club in the Stags first round victory over Colorado State in the NITTournament last season.

5'6"

Impressive Stat: Pina has started
all but one of her 95 career
appearances as a Stag.

Impressive Stat Career high 29 points vs. Canisius on
3/16/10.

Katelyn Linney
Junior Guard
5'8"
Katelyn Linney has started all 64
games that the Stags have played
in her first two seasons and she
has hit at least one three-pointer
in 57 total games. Linney excels
from beyond the arc as she is one
of the best three-point shooters
in the MAAC conference.

Rakim Sanders
RS-Senior Forward
6'5"
Rakim Sanders joins the Fairfield Stags after
sitting out last season due to NCAA transfer
rules. Sanders averaged 11.3 points and 2.1 assists in 2009-2010 for the Boston College Eagles
and was among the team leaders with 29 three
pointers. As a sophomore, Sanders started in
every game for BC and was named the team's
co-defensive most valuable player.

Impressive Stat: Linney has
knocked down 143 career threepointers, which is tied for fourth
in program history.

Impressive Stat: Sanders tied his 2009-2010 season high 22 points against Virginia in the ACC
Tournament.

Maurice Barrow
Sophomore Forward

6'5"
Although Barrow started off on the bench as a
freshman last year, he provided a boost for the
Stags in MAAC play as averaged 11 points and
6.9 rebounds per game over a nine-game stretch.
Barrow ended the year with 189 total rebounds,
second among his teammates.
Impressive

Stat: Career-high 16
against Siena on 2/25/11.

rebounds

Ryan Olander
Senior Center
7'0"
Olander was one of two Fairfield players who
started all 33 games in 2010-2011. Along with
being an effective post player, Olander shot 60
percent or better from the floor in 11 games last
season. He was Stag's top rebounder 12 times
over the course of the year.
Impressive Stat: Olander reached double figures
in scoring 17 times in 2010-2011.

/"

Desiree Pina returns as the Stags
active leading scorer and is just
20 points shy of becoming the
24th player to score 1,000 career
points in Stags history. Pina has
dished out 235 assists over her
career at Fairfield.

WFMtA

Taryn Johnson
Senior Forward
5'11"
Johnson begins her final season
as Fairfield's leading rebounder
with 561 boards over her 94 career games. She has averaged over
10.7 points per game over the last
two seasons and is the Stags active leader in blocks with 130.
Impressive Stat: Johnson is a
career 47.9 field goal percentage
shooter.

Brittany MacFarlene
Junior Forward
6'1"
Brittany MacFarlene has scored
188 points and collected 241 rebounds as a Stag. MacFarlene
improved over the course of her
sophomore season and has developed into being one of the top
rebounders in the MAAC conference.
Impressive Stat: All six of MacFarlene's double-digit rebound
efforts came against MAAC foes.
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Coach Johnson On and Off the Court

Photo Courtesy of Princeton Athletics Communications

On the Court

Off the Court

As a Player
-Only three time captain in Princeton basketball history
-Led the 13th seeded Tigers to a 43-41 upset over the defending national champion UCLA Bruins in the 1996 NCAA Tourament
-Played professionally in Italy for five years and in Spain for two.

Q: Favorite place to eat in Fairfield?
A: Molto.

As a Coach

Q: Biggest difference between here and New Jersey?
A: The weather.
Q: Toughest part about moving?
A: Going back and forth all the time during the summer was tough.

-Assistant coach at Georgetown under John Thompson III from 2004-2007.
-has a 47-16 win/loss record as the Princeton Tigers head coach the
past two years.
-Ivy League Coach of the Year in the 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 seasons
-Appeared in the 2011 NCAA Tournament with Princetown, who lost
to 4th seeded Kentucky by two points.

Q: Best part about the transition?
A: The university made me and my family feel very welcomed, to
such a level that I've never seen before. And college campuses are
great to be around when the students are around.

Men's Basketball 3 X

Special
Edition:
Players Tell All
DEREK

Best moment
from the Italy
trip this past
summer?

:

avorite Coach
Johnson
moment so
far?

The Leaning Tower of
Pisa.

Watching him go 90 steps
on the Tower of Pisa then
turning around.

The boat ride on Lake
Como.

Seeing him with his family in Italy.

The Coliseum in Rome.

Coach always saying,
'Everything counts."

NEEDHAM

Ihat do you
have on rotation
on your iPod
right now?

Kanye West and Jay Z.

Favorite
pregame
meal?

One word to
describe what we
can expect from
you guys this
season?

Pizza.

Quick.

Lobster.

Fun.

JUNIOR GUARD

^^

A

RAKIM
SANDERS
SENIOR

Jadakiss and Styles F

FOR-

WARD

\

A
II

M

DESMOND
WADE
JUNIOR GUARD

Meek Millz.

Mac and cheese, chicken,
and sweet potato pie.

Win.
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Balance is the Key for Women's Basketball
lot of double teams."
Frager and his team will also be helped with the
play of guard Desiree Pina. The primary ball handler last
year was named to the preseason MAAC third team and
stands only 20 points away from 1,000 for her career. She
struggled offensively in 2011, shooting less than 30 percent from the floor.
"We definitely need her to return to the form shooting
the ball that she showed as a sophomore," Frager said. "I
think that maybe last year having to run the team from the
point, all the minutes that she had to log kind of chipped
away from her shooting percentage."
Other key players returning to the Stags include
Katelyn Linney and Katie Cizynski. The junior Linney is
currently fourth all-time in Fairfield history in three pointers, and Frager points her out as being one of the players
who needs-to contribute.
"[I hope] she takes the next step in her evolution as
a player. I think she's playing better defense this year in
preseason than I ever seen her play before," he said.
Cizynski, a sophomore, showed some of her potential
at the end of the year, which led to her winning a MAAC
Rookie of the Week award.
"I've seen her at practice when she's dominant in the
low post," Frager said. "We need her to step up."
Frager adds two freshmen that he hopes to plug into
Coach Frager is searching for balance and consistancy as the Stags regular season opens up this Friday against Stony Brook

the rotation for the 2011 -2012 season: Sydney Ransom of
New Jersey and Felicia DaCruz from New York.

we lost. Last year we let two or three games get out of our

BY IVEY SPEIGHT

Ransom should fit in smoothly with Frager's defen-

hands," said Frager.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

' The Stags, who were ranked third in the MAAC preLast year's Fairfield University women's basketball
team was known for one thing: defense. They held oppo-

season poll, also bring back over 90 percent of their scoring
from the previous season, with only one starter graduating.
"[We have] a lot of experience. A lot more people step-

nents to a 51 points-per-game average, which stood out in
the top 10 rankings in the entire nation. This year's squad

ping up to the plate this year," said senior Desiree Pina.

is looking to become balanced.

"They both bring dimensions that we don't have or
that we lack," said Frager.

Most notably, Fairfield retains the play of senior Taryn

sive system, as she was named the New Jersey Defensive
Player of the Year in her senior season in high school.
DaCruz will arguably be the biggest new addition.
The presence of another point guard will allow Frager to
insert Pina back into the shooting guard position, a role
that she was successful in the past.

"I hope this year's group is a little bit more consistent," said fifth year Head Coach Joe Frager. "We had

Johnson. The team's leading scorer was named to the
preseason MAAC first-team after coming off a year where

year with Marist once again being unanimously picked to

outstanding efforts last year, but then we had a few poor

she had won three Player of the Week awards.

finish number one, but he sees this team as more of a bal-

Coach Frager sees the importance that she brings to the

ones mixed in there."
The team returns four out of five starters from the
2010-2011 squad that went 17-13 overall before being
edged by Siena in the quarterfinal round of the MAAC
Tournament.
"In previous years we won more close games than

team.
"We need Taryn to have a year like last year and probably even a little bit better," Frager said. "As you start to get

Frager admits that the MAAC Conference is tight this

anced threat than last year.
The Stags will begin their quest to win their first
MAAC Championship since 1998 when they play Stony
Brook at home on November 11th. And on 11/11, the

more notoriety in your conference, you get more defensive

women's basketball team will be wishing to start off their

attention. I'm really anxious to see how Taryn deals with a

long journey with a win.

Women's Basketball 3 X

Meet the Stags: Women's Team
Special Edition:

Players Tell All

TARYN JOHNSON
SENIOR FORWARD

Favorite
Coach Frager
moment?

What do you
have on rotation
on your iPod
right now?

My Pro-Am team won the

One practice I was acting

Jay Z, J Cole, Wale and Lil

Anything my mom

league championship.
I've played with the same

like a freshman, so he

Wayne,

makes, but otherwise

girls for two years now, so

and told me to go back

Shrimp a Ifredo if I

its pretty special.

to Brockton. It definitely

feeling fancy.

Best part about
this past
summer?

Favorite
pregame
meal?

One word to
describe what to
expect from you
guys this
season?
Tenacity.

its chicken alfredo.

kicked me out of the gym.

brought us closer.

DESIREE PINA
SENIOR GUARD

Rooming with these

Coach telling Brittany

Jay Z, Jadakiss and some

clowns, my teammates
here.

MacFarlene to chase

Kanye.

Raisin Bran.

Hard work.

Grilled chicken, pasta,

Motivated

bacon down the court to
make her run faster.

I studied abroad for three
SARAH PAULUS

weeks in Italy and it was

SENIOR GUARD

an awesome experience.

He was very supportive

Adele and Riha

and inspiring when he

and salad for dinner;

reached out to me when I

pancakes for breakfast!

tore my ACL sophomore
year, making me feel
important to the team
despite not being able to
play.
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Highest Class in the MAAC?
Johnson Looks to Lead Stags in 2011-2012

Above/Photo contrib uted by Athletic Communcations Bottom Right/Mirror File Photo
Above:Taryn Johnson is focused as ever coming into this season. Bottom Right: Johnson drives to the hoop in a Stags practice as they prepare for the ir first regular season home game against Stony Brook.

BY THOMAS SHEA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Winning the Fairfield University Female
Athlete of the Year Award:
Check.
Leading the team in points, rebounds,
blocks, steals, and field-goal percentage:
Check.
Winning the MAAC championship?
Check back with her in about four
months.
"Oh my God, that would be awesome,"
said a smiling Taryn Johnson about the prospects of her and the rest of the Stags winning
their first MAAC championship since 1998,
and going to their first NCAA Tournament" .
appearance since 2001. "It's been a dream of
mine ever since I got here, and it's possible
this season."
Johnson, an All-MAAC First team member in 2011 and a preseason First Team allMAAC player this season, is on pace to eclipse
the 1000 point mark and 800 rebound mark
this season.
Despite those significant milestones
approaching, Johnson has kept her focus on
being the best teammate possible.
"I just want to be a good leader for our
team this year," she said. "That's the most
important thing. Those stats mean nothing if
we're not winning games."
"My goal right now is not leaving games
with any regrets," said Johnson.
Johnson, a senior from Brockton, Mass.,
also noted her goals for the team this year as
well.
"Every team wants to win the games
[they're] supposed to," said Johnson, "and
our goal is to improve each and every
game."
Johnson led the team last season with

12.8 points per game and 8.1 rebounds,
in addition to racking up 55 blocks and 67
steals.
She also led the team with six doubledoubles, and had a streak of 12 straight
games in which she scored in double digits,
including three games during that span in
which she scored over 20 points. She corralled a career-high 17 rebounds on January
23 in a home win over Niagara.
Needless to say, Johnson is a tough
match-up for MAAC competitors because of
her athletic dominance on the floor.
Johnson remained modest when she
was asked about what she attributes to her
6n-court success,"I'm just blessed," Johnson
said, "[the coaching staff] has been very
motivational, very supportive."
Johnson was appreciative of how the
coaches, including Head Coach Joe Frager,
have given the players "a lot of room for improvement," which she feels helps motivate
her further.
Johnson also said there were parts of
her game that she still felt like needed to
improve, despite all the accolades.
"I want to improve my game facing the
basket," said Johnson, "and my 3-point shot.
No one would see that coming."
When asked if she thought she is the
best player in the MAAC this year, Taryn
smiled."That's funny,"she said, "There are a
lot of good players in the league."
After a pause, she added, "Maybe
amongst the best."
Luckily, the Stags have enough talent to
win some games this year without Johnson
having to be the best player in the league.
But if it is to be a truly successful season, they'll need Johnson to be her very best,
in every sense of the word.

Sports
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The Taulus Bunch' Sticks Together
football for William and Mary. But when it comes to competi-

BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

tion, "he was going to give you his best shot and made sure you

ous or cut throat as us, we always wanted to win. I feel like
other kids and families just played to play, we played to win,"

earned every point," Mike said.

Mike said.

Here's the story of Sarah Paulus.

You could say that sports allowed the

She grew up with the same sibling

unique individual personalities of the Paulus

rivalries that most families exhibit. But
unlike most normal sibling competitions,

family to mesh and become a unit.
"Since we all shared the athletics

she was facing brothers ranging from the

with one another we could always relate

quarterback for Georgetown to the Gato-

with one another and it grew us very

rade Male Athlete of the Year.

close," Matt said.

"I'm very lucky [to have] six older

They could also turn to each other
for advice whenever it was needed. No

brothers as role models and friends,"said
Paulus.

matter what happened, every ounce of

Sarah, a senior guard on the Fairfield
University women's basketball team, is

support from Sarah and the rest of her
siblings helped each member get through

the youngest of seven children and the

their troubles.

only daughter in her household where

"After a tough practice or a long day,

everyone has a Division-1 scholarship.

just getting a text or Facebook message

She believes that learning from this

from Sarah always means a lot and brings

all-American edition of the Brady Bunch

a smile to my face," Mike said. "She is
the most caring person anyone will ever

has helped her get to where she is today.
"I think it was very influential in me

meet, so it is always so nice to have her

just being competitive. I 'definitely grew

there for support, no matter how big or
small."

up with sports," Paulus said. "It definitely
encouraged me and instilled that com-

Even Greg Paulus, who might be

petitive nature in me."

known to fans as the former point guard

She remembers playing on the

for the Duke Blue Devils and now an as-

basketball court in her backyard until the

sistant coach for Ohio State, relied on the

sun went down on various nights with
her brothers. And those late night games

Mirror File Photo support that the unit provided when he
Sarah Paulus drives to the lane with the intensity that she grew up with in her athletic family.

didn't just benefit her.

lost in the NCAA tournament.
"I think I was actually just joking

Her second oldest brother, Matthew, who played football

It's that same competitive drive that defines each indi-

for Georgetown, also describes how important of a role sports

vidual in this athletic family. Starting with the eldest David,

played in their lives.

a former quarterback from Georgetown, who adds the calm

"Athletics has always been an activity our entire family has
enjoyed but every family member's involvement made participation so much more memorable," he said.
Matt is known as the "rowdiest and most bull-headed of
anyone,"according to Mike Paulus, who is currently playing

around with him and my brother Michael,"Sarah said. "We
were just there for him to make him laugh and support him."
The 7 members might all be players who have each

demeanor to the group.

received Division 1 scholarships, but they are their own team.

According to Mike, David is the most athletic of the broth-

Whether it is the"unmatchable work-ethic of Greg," as Mike

ers right up to the "runt" of the bunch in Danny who, despite

describes, or the "unique talent and personality of Chris," they

his size, would "always find a way to win."

all are competitive and there for each other.

"Other kids or families we hung out with weren't as seri-

And that's the way they became the Paulus Bunch.

Overseas Connection
Three Stags Share Insight on their International Experiences
BY JENNIFER CALHOUN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Latvia to America, Vetra says "at home there
are more set up plays and half court offenses/
defenses - even though I think Coach Frager's
basketball is more European than a bunch of
other colleges."
Akon-Akech, of Lyon, France, is in her second
year with the women's basketball team. She has great
athleticism that allows her to play numerous positions on the floor, as well as a great ability to drive the
lane.
In her freshman year, AkonAkech amassed 23 points and 20
\m*J A"\ \mmJ
rebounds. She also had 8 steals, 7
assists, and 2 blocked
shots. Similar to Vetra,
Akon-Akech also has
basketball in her blood
with her uncle as current NBA player and
Duke superstar Luol
Deng.
In the upcoming
season, Akon-Akech,
has high hopes that the
Stags can win the MAAC
championship because
"we have a lot of people
coming back, so I really
think that our chemistry
is there."
Besides a MAAC
Championship, Akon-

Vetra, of Riga, Latvia, has also been consistently strong in the last two seasons with the
Stags. She cumulatively has 124 points and 114
rebounds, as well as 19 assists, 12 blocked shots
and 12 steals.
Her versatility makes her valuable to the Stags
and she has developed into a solid player in the paint.
Vetra moved from Latvia, where she has had
international playing experience, to Texas, during her
senior year of high school.

Compared to the rest of the world, Fairfield
University is merely a grain of sand on a beach.
Out of all the universities both here and abroad,
it's always interesting to note why so many
international student athletes find their way to
Fairfield.
The Fairfield University Women's Basketball
team has three international
students on the roster who are
I ^WZJ^ZJ I
!v Vl/l"l ^™\ HZ# 1' \
all forwards: junior Brittany
MacFarlane, junior
Laura Vetra and sophomore Christelle AkonAkech.
MacFarlane, from
Hamilton, Ontario, is
coming off a solid two
seasons with the Stags,
with 188 points and
241 rebounds to her
name.
Her work on the
boards has made her
one of the top rebounders in the MAAC and
she has evolved into a
solid post player over
the last two years.
MacFarlane also has 51
contributedPhotos Akech also hopes to
assists, 25 steals and
Christelle
Akon-Akech,
Brittany
MacFarlene,.and
Laura
Vetra
all
share
the
same
bond
in
that
they
were
bom
from
out
of
the country, have "a lot of memo15 blocked shots in her
ries, and have a good
career. In the last 10
time
because
if
the
team
has
a good chemistry its
games of her sophomore season, MacFarlane was
From there, she was recruited to Fairfield.
easier
for
us
to
perform
well.
That's
the thing I
shooting 43.5 percent from the three-point line.
Vetra also has appropriate family genes with her
really
like
about
this
team...we're
all
like sisters."
In the upcoming season, MacFarlane is lookfather, Gundars Vetra, being the first Latvian
See
MacFarlane,
Vetra,
and
Akon-Akech
in acing for the Stags to "have a better season than we
to ever play in the NBA. The move from Latvia
tion
starting
November
11th,
against
Stony
Brook
at
did last season, and get better everyday, because
made Vetra "mature a lot and grow up faster."
Alumni
Hall
at
7
p.m.
we need to carry over from what we're doing."
In terms of how the style of play differs from

eason Schedule For
'fSTRIsi RiSRk
Never leave a fellow Stag behind. Stags take care of their own.
MEN:

WOMEN:

Game # I - Nov 11, 2011

Bridgeport

W 97-70

Game # 1 - Nov 11, 2011

Stony Brook (AH)

7 p.m.

Game # 2 - Nov 14, 2011

Providence

7:30 p.m.

Game # 2 - Nov 13, 2011

Pacific (AH)

1 .p.m.

Game # 3 - Nov 17, 2011

@ Minnesota

Game # 3 - Nov 16, 2011

(©Vermont

Game # 4 - Nov 20, 2011

Holy Cross (AH)

1 p.m.

Game # 4 - Nov 20, 2011

@ Qunnipiac

1 p.m.

Game # 5 - Nov 24, 2011

Arizona State:i

9:30 p.m.

Game # 5 - Nov 30, 2011

Ur Brown

5 p.m.

Game # 6 - Nov 25, 2011

Dayton or Wake Forest* TBA

Game#6-Dec3, 2011

Providence'1'"

4 p.m

Game # 7 - Nov 27, 2011

TBA:

Game#7-Dec4, 2011

Brown*

2 p.m

Game#8-Dec2, 2011

(©Niagara

7 p.m.

Game# 8-Dec 8,2011

Columbia (AH)

7 p.m

Game#9-Dec4, 2011

(©Canisius

5 p.m.

Game # 9 - Dec 13, 2011

@St. Francis (NY)

Game # 10 - Dec 9, 2011

Old Dominion*

9 p.m.

Game # 10-Dec 22, 2011

@LaSalle

Game# 11 -Dec 11,2011

UNH

1 p.m.

Game# 11 - Dec 29, 2011

(© UCONN

Game # 12-Dec 22, 2011

@ UCONN

Game # 12-Jan 2, 2012

Iona(AH)

Game # 13 - Dec 28, 2011

(©Drexel

7:30 p.m.

Game # 13 - Jan 4, 2012

(© Saint Peter's

7 p.m.

Game # 14 - Jan 1, 2012

Canisius

1 p.m.

Game# 14-Jan 7, 2012

(ob, Manhattan

2 p.m.

Game #15- Jan 6, 2012

(©Siena

7 p.m.

Game # 15 - Jan 9, 2012

Siena (AH)

Game #16- Jan 8,2012

(©Manhatten

2 p.m.

Game # 16 - Jan 12, 2011

Marist

Game # 17 - Jan 13, 2012

Loyola

7 p.m.

Game# 17-Jan 15,2012

Canisius (AH)

Game # 18-Jan 16, 2012

Rider

Game # 18 - Jan 20, 2012

(©Siena

Game #19- Jan 19, 2012

.@ Saint Peter's

Game # 19 - Jan 22, 2012

Niagara (AH)

1 p.m.

Game # 20 - Jan 22, 2012

(© Marist

Game # 20 - Jan 27, 2012

Manhatttan

4 p.m.

Game #21 -Jan 27, 2012

Iona

Game # 21 - Jan 29, 2012

(©Iona

2 p.m.

Game #22-Jan 29, 2012

Marist

Game # 22 - Feb 2, 2012

Rider

7 p.m.

Game #23-Feb 3, 2012

Niagara

7:30 p.m.

Game # 23 - Feb 4, 2012

Saint Peter's (AH)

Game #24-Feb 5, 2012

Siena

3:30 p.m.

Game # 24 - Feb 10, 2012

(© Marist

Game # 25 - Feb 9, 2012

Manhattan

7:30 p.m.

Game # 25 - Feb 12, 2012

@Loyola

Game # 26 - Feb 12, 2012

©Loyola

4 p.m.

Game # 26 - Feb 17, 2012

(©Niagara

Game # 27 - Feb 15, 2012

Saint Peter's

7:30 p.m.

Game # 27 - Feb 19,2012

(©Canisius

2 p.m.

Game # 28 - Feb 18, 2012

BracketBuster

Game # 28 - Feb 24, 2012

Loyola (AH)

7 p.m.

Game # 29 - Feb 24, 2012

(©.Iona

Game # 29 - Feb 26, 2012

(©Rider

1 p.m.

Game # 30 - Feb 26, 2012

(©Rider

3:30 p.m.

Game # 30 - Mar 1 -5, 2012

MAAC Championship

Game #31- Mar 2-5, 2012

MAAC Tournament

TBA

'Brown Classic in Providence, RI

/ p.m.

7 p.m.

1 p.m.

7 p.m.

AH: Alumni Hall
*01d Spice Classic in Orlando, FL
**Game being played in Springfield, MA

M

■

